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his just in. The Luddites at
Cascadia Times are about to open a
new home on the Net.
You'll notice that our e-mail address has
changed to cascadia@desktop.org. This
address is provided by WestNet, an up-andcoming regional information service operated by Desktop Assistance, a non-profit organization in Helena, Montana. Marshall
Mayer of WestNet is helping us think
through all the issues involved in using the
Internet as another way of bringing you
information about our region and its issues.
As Mayer says, there are lots of different ways we could go: Web pages, infobots,
conferences, listservs, online indexes. We
don't pretend to know all the answers and
no, we have no idea what an infobot is.
That's why we want you to help us. We
think that quite a few of you are already
wired, and that you'll help us chart our
course by participating in a brief survey.
If you're online, send an e-mail message to cascadia-survey@desktop.org and a
survey will automatically be returned to you
by e-mail. Or contact our office and we'll
mail one to you. And look.for announcements in future issues about where you can
find Cascadia Times in cyberspace.
Cascadia Times also has a new fax number: (503) 223-4755. Please send us your
news releases, news letters and tips!
Publication of Cascadia Times would
never be possible without the support of
subscribers, and we thank all of you.
Cascadia Times is read broadly, with nearly
1,200 subscribers in 39 states, British
Columbia and Washington, DC. We also
thank the generous support provided by Jim
Compton and the Compton Foundation, in
Saratoga, Calif.; Martha Kongsgaard and the
Kongsgaard-Goldman Foundation, in
Seattle; Jan Konigsberg and the Alaska
Conservation Foundation in Anchorage;
Robert Stoll of Portland and John Marks of
Lake Oswego.
To reach Cascadia Times and Paul Koberstein
'telephone - (503) 223-9036
FAX - (503) 223-4755.
E-mail - cascadia@desktop.org
To reach Kathie Durbin
Fax - (503) 238-1127
E-mail - AK Durbin@aol.com
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Guilt Nets
VILLAINS ABOUND IN INTERNATIONAL SALMON DISPUTE
By Terry Glavin

MAYNE ISLAND, British Columbia
- The story that has dominated the 1995
fishing season in British Columbia began,
for Canadian politicians, with great public
relations
prospects:
a beleaguered
Canadian government teaming up with
American Indians, States and conservationists to restrain reckless overfishing by
Alaskan trollers.
After successfully. casting Spanish
trawlers in the bad guy role in a similar
public relations effort on Canada's east
coast a few months earlier, federal fisheries
minister Brian Tobin staged a series of
media events over the summer in an all-out
campaign to blame Alaska for threats to
BC's endangered chinook stocks.
For a while, it worked.
The dispute centered on Alaska's
insistence on a chinook allocation to its troll
fleet of 230,000 fish, most of which spawn
in BC, Washington and Oregon rivers. In
the absence of an agreement under the
Pacific Salmon Treaty, Canadian scientists
with the supportofBC's commercial, recreational and aboriginal fishing communities,
called for a scaled back Alaskan fishery to
keep the chinook catch below 138,000 fish.
In August, U.S. District Judge Barbara
Rothstein sided with American Indian
complainants (the Northwest Indian

Fisheries Commission and the Columbia
River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission) and
temporarily suspended the Alaskan troll
fishery. And several BC fishing groups traveled to Alaska on a "goodwill mission" to
con vi nee the Alaskans to permanently
reduce their cake of BC chinook salmon.
While Alaska remained isolated in its
position throughout the season (the US.
National Marine Fisheries Service and
both Oregon and Washington sided with
the Canadian view), it didn't take long for
Tobin co lo e the support of most of his
Canadian constituents.
Most BC conservationists now appear
convinced that Canada has behaved as irresponsibly as Alaska and has lost whatever
moral high ground it held when the season
began, because whatever chinook were
"saved" by interventions against Alaska in
1995 ended up getting caught in Canadian
waters. "It been absolutely gross," says
Dan Edwards, the 45 year old skipper of
the commercial troller Tidewindcr and resident of the fishing village of Ucluelet on
Vancouver Island's west coast. "The people around here are just sick about it. Most
people don't even know about this, but the
chinook on the west coast of Vancouver
Island are a biological disaster story." ·
What
has
angered
Edwards,
spokesman
for
the
West
Coast
Suscainabiliry Association, is that lung; after

commercial chinook trolling had shut
down, an armada of sporrsfishing boats off
Vancouver Island's west coast were allowed
to continue catching the same chinook
salmon that Canada was vowing to defend
against the Alaskans.
A handful of the sportsfishing boats
are owned by locals. A lot of them are
American sportsfishing yachts, and others

are from the fleets of catcher boats dispatched from transient charter operations.
Despite Canadian protests against Alaska,
the Canadian government has authorized
continued catches of chinook salmon from
endangered runs from around Esparanza
Inlet, Barkley Sound, Kyuquot Sound,
Clayoquot Sound and Nootka Sound.

Imagine No More BPA. It's Easy If You Try
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By Paul Koberstein

T

he Bonneville Power Administration says it can't afford to pay the
high cost of saving Columbia River salmon anymore. The eight senators in Oregon, Washington, Idaho and Montana agree. They have
asked governors in their states for help in writing a new law effectively capping
the BPA's fish costs.
or chat the BPA's fish programs have worked. Numerous runs have gone
extinct under the BPA's watch, most recently coho in che Snake, with sockeye
as good as gone. Before the BPA came to be, Snake River chinook were among
the greatest salmon runs in the world. They, too, have
just about been finished off.
Nonetheless, BPA Administrator Randy Hard
says salmon costs are killing his agency. His pleas
have been greeted with some sympathy from experts
who worry that the agency will uccumb from lost
cu comers. The BPA also reels under a galaxy of debt.
The senators' plan would link fish costs to the
BPA' gross receipts. It also would create a new fish
planning authority with greater power than the existing Iorthwesr Power Planning Council, tO be headed,
some say, by Angus Duncan, a retiring Oregon council
member.
But there are deeply troubling questions about the BPA bailout bill. It
would waive all laws requiring the restoration of Snake River salmon and
steelhead, as long as "a certain pot of money is pent on fish and wildlife in
the region, no matter how it is pent," says Charles Ray of Idaho Rivers
United. Any BPA rescue plan that tramples salmon is simply immoral. Salmon
are a metaphor for the orchwesr's rich natural heritage. The BPA is a
metaphor for reckless resource management. Imagine a future without salmon.
Imagine a future without the BPA. Which would you choose?

Even more grotesque is the manner in which the BPA spends its money. It
gives over a billion dollars a year co pay nuclear power debt in Washington
state and subsidies to the aluminum industry and corporate agriculture. The
BPA's Hardy is not talking about capping these costs. Instead, he is proposing
to protect and in some ways expand these forms of corporate welfare. At the
same time, he wants to raise rares paid by people served by Puget Power,
Portland General Electric and Pacific Power & Light.
Interestingly, the agriculture subsidies total about $345 million a year,
roughly equivalent to the yearly cost of salmon recovery, according to a revealing new study by the
Columbia Basin Institute, a small non-profit based in
Portland. The problem at BPA, according to the institute's director Bill Bean, has less to do with spiraling
fish costs than with the way it has mismanaged water.
Consider, for example, the 500,000 acres of farmland in Eastern Washington that's irrigated from water
pumped uphill from a reservoir behind Grand Coulee
Dam. Decades ago, taxpayers built the dam, canals and
pumps. Each year, the BPA pays $25 million a year to
pump that water, a direct subsidy to the irrigators. The
cost is passed along to you arid me and all other
ratepayers. The irrigators use the water on their fields, but not only on their
fields. They also se nd it through a series of seven small hy<lro projects (built
in the 1980s with tax-exempt financinganother subsidy), lrrigators resell
the power at a profit in the range of $10 million a year.
What does the government get for this water? About 1/30 of the market
price. And some farmers don't even pay for all they get. Unauthorized water is
spread to an estimated 50,000 acres in the area, according to the U.S. Bureau
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Barbed Wire
continued from page 3
of Reclamation.
But there's more. Jn 1986, when the
small hydro projects began producing
power, the, irrigators increased their
take of Columbia River water by nearly
400,000 acre-feet of water per year.
This increase did not accompany any
increase in the number of acres farmed.
Instead, it correlated with the irrigators'
entry into the hydropower business.
The diversion results in less water
flowing through the BPA's hydro generators at Grand Coulee and other publicly owned dams downstream. This, in
turn, means less revenue for the BPA's
bank accounts, and means less money is
available for saving salmon. Do the irrigators reimburse the public for its losses? Not at all.
How much money are we talking
about here? According to Bean, about
$100 million. And that's just in Eastern
Washington. In total, irrigation withdrawals in the Northwest reduce BPA's
revenues by $250 million a year, according co a 1993 study by BPA economists.
That study, however, was quietly
shelved. The agency "sat on" it, fearing
it would upset its client irrigacors,
according to former BPA insiders.
We're not done yec. BPA also is
obliged to repay the irrigators' debt for
capital construction of irrigation projects to the tune of about $30 million a
year, starting in 1997 and continuing into
the 22nd Century.
Who benefits? We're not talking
about just small family farms. The
major cash crop on these irrigated lands
happens to be potatoes. The potato
crops are all spoken for under leases to
Simplot, Nestle and ConAgra. In effect,·
Bean says, the BPA is subsidizing
French
fries served at McDonald's.
This is what the fight over the "Fish
Cap" is all about. The BPA's main concerns are preserving corporate welfare as
well as its own sorry back end.
Ed Chaney, the long-time warrior
for Idaho salmon, often points out that
corporate interests using the Columbia
are wallowing so deep in the public
trough they'll never get pushed out.
It's time to get rid of the trough. A
new system for managing the Columbia,
and sensible priorities for spending
money, are badly needed. Can the
Northwest live without the Bonneville
Power Administration? Absolutely yes.
The government can sell the BPA, its
dams and transmission systems to private industry. It should do it to reduce the
federal debt.
What about the salmon? Congress
should require whoever buys the BPA's
pares co make annual payments into
salmon-recovery fund, manage the river
for safe salmon passage, and invest in
energy efficiency and renewable
c
i5 resources. Salmon would fare far better
c
u under a privatized system supervised by
00
c the Federal Energy Regulatory
u Commission than they have under the
~
BPA's plan for f.ull-blown excinct ion.
o- And what private business would subsidize
aJ the business enterprises of the likes of
~ J.R. Simplot, one of the West's richest
a, men?
0.
<I!
Imagine no more subsidies.
vi

0

Imagine no more BPA. To quote John
Lennon, it's easy if you try.
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"We aren't looking after our own chinook fisheries
here," Edwards says.
"We're not even letting them get home.
That's the story that isn't getting cold."
Except for a brief flurry of concroversy in Vancouver Island newspapers, the
story never did get told, despite the
protests of the Pacific Seafood Council,
the Ahousat Fisheries Committee, the
Pacific Rim Fish and Game Association
and the Nu chah nulth Tribal Council,
which represents 14 nativ'e communities
on Vancouver Island.
Edwards says he isn't looking forward
to the .results of spawning counts in the
autumn months. and expects that many
chinook populations may have to be written off as extinct. Over the past six years,
several spawning streams on Vancouver
Island's west coast have lost all but a few
dozen spawners.
Meanwhile,
while
Alaska
has·
remained the villain in the news for most
of the season, . Greenpeace Canada, the
Sierra Club and other BC conservationist
organizations have blasted Canadian fishing plans as a "recipe for further stock
extinctions."
While the World Wildlife Fund and
some fisheries biologists were calling for a
complete ban on the harvest of Strait of
Georgia chinook salmon, BC's influential
sportsfishing lobby kept the fishery open
all season.
As recently as the l970s, chinook
salmon spawning in the screams and rivers
around the Strait of Georgia were counted
in the hundred of thousands. According co
the Canadian Department of Fisheries and
Oceans' own stock assessments, the number of Strait of Georgia chinook spawners
over the past ten years has not once
exceeded 15,000 fish, and in 1987, only
4,500 chinook spawners were counted in
all the strait's streams. The strait's coho
salmon are under similar pressure, with
most populations on the decline.
Conservation measures have included
a ban on commercial crollers catching coho
in Strait of Georgia waters, but only a new
minimum fish size limit and a daily bag
limit reduction from four to two fish was
imposed in 1995 on sports fishers, who
take most of the coho catch.
Following
a migratory
pattern
believed to be linked to water temperatures and declining feed in inshore waters,
the Strait's coho moved out en masse to
the west coast of Vancouver Island in 1995.
The strait's coho had already been
harvested heavily by the "outside" troll
fleet by the end of July, and the cohos'
only migratory paths homeward are
blocked by more crollers, seine boats and
gillnet boats on Vancouver Island's west
coast, in Johnstone Strait and the Strait of
Juan de Fuca. All are engaged in sockeye
and pink fisheries that are known to kill
coho salmon in high numbers.
Conservationists
were reduced to
issuing public appeals to anglers throughout the Georgia Strait to release alive any
coho they catch. The "Let The Coho Go"
campaign
was sponsored by several
groups, including Greenpeace, Oceans
Voice International and the Friend of
Cortes Island. Sports fishers found few
coho to release, anyway.
"It makes you think twice about blam-

ing Alaska for everything," Edwards says.
"What we're doing here is just as bad."
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Nuclear

Navy Fights
Pollution
Inquiry in

Puget Sound
By Paul Kooerstei»

T

he Government Accountability
Project, the nation's premier
whistleblower protection organization,
has filed suit against the
Department of Transportation in federal
court in Washington, D.C., saying the
Coast Guard and Navy have covered-up
deadly radioactive material the Navy has
been discharging into the Puget Sound.
For the past ten years, the Navy has
been decommissioning
nuclear submarines in Puget Sound. The Navy is
legally required to observe strict safety
procedures to control for discharges of
radioactive material, and has repeatedly
.assured the public that it has complied.
But observations by SEARCH, a nonprofit organization (funded by the Tides
Foundation in San Francisco) devoted to
monitoring nuclear activities, reveal otherwise. Further, the Navy has refused co provide data and samples co verify its claims.
"We wane a little bit of openness by
the Navy," says Norm Buske o SEARCH.
In 1993, Buske began collecting biological samples from Sinclair Inlet in Puget
Sound. Analysis of these samples has
revealed traces of radioactive material in
shellfish
Other
life. The
di
.
. I
-4 at levels 50
ra ioacnve marena s measure<Jnum levels
times greater than the maxin

and

marine

allowed by government safety standards.
In order to comply with existing regulations in gathering biological samples,
Buske did not enter the restricted area on
boat; rather, he took samples by swimming
from a boat located in adjacent waters.
Buske notified the Navy in advance
of his samplings; on one or more occasions,
the Coast Guard has escorted Buske and
used his samples for their'own study.
Concerned about Buske's discoveries
of the high levels of radioactive materials
found in marine life, the Navy went on the
offensive. On 'September 22, 1994, the
Navy and the Coast Guard had Buske
placed under arrest for purportedly trespassing on military property. The vessel
which transported Buske, operated by the
environmental
group Greenpeace, was
seized and involuntarily towed into
restricted waters so that its personnel
could be arrested as well. Buske's samples
were seized. When Buske entered the area
again, he was criminally prosecuted by the
U.S. Attorney's
Office in Seattle,
Washington.
The case against Buske was thrown
out of federal court last May by federal
Judge William Dwyer, who found that this
"area is not the property of the United
States" and that Buske posed no threat to
security or safety of government operations in Puget Sound. In June, Buske
resumed his sampling,, accompanied by
government representatives. In an apparent effort to seem any further revelations,
the local Coast Guard office published an.
emergency rule aimed solely at preventing Buske from taking any further samples. It then threatened Buske with
another arrest, and refused his personal
request for access.
"It looks like the Navy hasn't been at
all candid," Buske says. "Their assurances
of public safety and environmental quality
are fabrications. It is not all fine, we are
sure of that; the question is, Just how bad
is it?" •

Clinton Snubs
Gorton,Halts
Timber Sales
in Murrelet

Sites
By Oma lzaeson
s de k-bound D.C. bureaucrats last
month sorted through critical wordng in legislation environmentalists
call "logging without laws," 14-year-old
Alexia Kelly already had made her decision.
"It's kind of scary, but I'll do (civil disobedience) if it'll ave trees," she aid.
"Thi is something that needs to be done
because we're inheriting the earth and I'd
like it robe reasonably intact."
Kelly was one of 60 people who
attended a ses ion sponsored by activists
from
Oregon's
rural Lincoln and
Lane counties in
early August to
train people in
civil
disobedience, the timehonored tactic of
putting bodies on
the line for principle's
sake.
fany who made
their way to a
remote
coastal
valley for the
craining said they
had never been
more active than
writing a letter to
elected representatives.
They gathered to prepare a
defense for some
of the lase ancient
forests on the
Oregon
coa c,
areas
in
the
Siuslaw National
Forest which scientists sa are vital to the
urvival of the threatened marbled murrelet in this part of its range.
"We are not the Earth First! continent," according to Yachats Ore., activist
Paul Engelmeyer, "ho say he has always
done his monke <wrenching from within
the boundaries of law. "These are maincream, concerned citizens from not only
the local community and the region, but
extended out into all of the United States."
Of concern ro En elmeyer, Kelly and
the ochers wa the arcane but very seriou
ub ection K of the Emergency
alvage
Timber Sale Program. one of several "riders" Congrc racked onto the budget-cutting Rescis ion
cc signed b President
Clinton in July. ubsection K directs the
Forest Service to violate the Endangered
pecies Act by allowing logging in rand
occupied by murrelets. Last ummer. the
'.S. Fish and \\'ildlife Service aid logging
these sale , which \ ere prepared in the lace

1980s, "wou d threaten the continued existence of the marbled rnurrelet." According
to federal officials, the sales targeted by the
rider contain as much as 20 percent of the
known nesting sites for the bird.
Most national environmental groups
have focused on language in the rider that
exempts logging of dead, dying and diseased trees from compliance with environmental laws. Most of these trees are east of
the Cascades. But after visiting the
National Audubon Society's sanctuary at
Tenmile Creek, in rural Lane County, Ore.,
Audubon Vice President Brock Evans
declared that the law's potential harm to
the rain-soaked, far from fire-prone Coast
Range forests would be "as bad as anything
in the Salvage law."

T

he so-called "Section 318" sales are
named after a 1989 pro-logging rider in which Congress freed 1.1 billion board feet of timber from the shackles
of a federal injunction and shielded them
from future court challenges. But Congress
but did not exempt them from requirements of the Endangered Species Act. All
but about 5 percent of.the Section 318 sales
have been logged; most of what remains is
located in isolated old-growth patches in
the Siuslaw National
Forest on Oregon's
central coast. The
industry's backers in
Congress want those
stands logged, and
about the only thing
preventing that from
happening has been
the tiny marbled
murrelec. The bird's
fate in this part of its
range rests with how
Subsection
K is
interpreted.
The fight here
boils
down
to
whether
politicians
may substitute their
own judgment for
chat
of biologists
about how ro determine when a murrelet is nesting, or to
put a new twist on an
age-old question: If a
murrelet nests in the
forest and no congressional eyes see the
nest, is ir really there?
In a Jul. 27 letter, a contingent of six
Hill conser atives, led by Sen. Slade
Gorton.
R-\Vash.,
informed Interior
Secretary Bruce Babbitt and Agriculture
Secrecary Dan Glickman
that the language of the rider requires sales to be
logged unless "actual direct evidence" an active nest, egg shells or a "fecal ring"
- i present at the time logging is
planned. (Apparently even Gorton and
company draw the line at felling trees in
which murrelets are sitting on their eggs.
The salvage rider requires land managers,
in those circumstances, tO offer equivalent
rimber volume elsewhere.)
But because
murrelet ne c are hard to find, the scientific protocol followed by everyone from
enviros to industry giants uses the less-tangible standard of "occupancy" as a predictor of nesting.
Jim Furn· sh, supervisor of the Siusluw
National Forest, was so concerned about

the Gorton language that he

wrote a letter
Forester John Lowe is late July
arguing strongly
against
logging
occupied sites and
asking for clear
direction.
"I
thought
rt
was
important to get it
on the record," he
said later.
Activists
as
well as Furnish
waited on pins and
pine needles for the
directive to descend
from
D.C.
Administration officials weighed in with
their decision Aug. 23: they backed the
"occupancy" standard, saying that birds
known to be occupying an area should be
considered to be nesting, even if an actual
nest cannot be found. The directive called
this approach "the best scientific information available" and called Gorton's standard "potentially quite dire for the entire
marbled murrelet population and for related conservation
efforts, including the
President's Forest Plan."
Meeting Gorton's nesting standard
would be nearly impossible because actual
birds are so hard to find, scientists say. "It's
a small, brown bird tucked away in moss,
80 to 100 feet up in the canopy - it's just
completely camouflaged," says biologist
John Neiger, part of a team conducting
murrelet research on the Oregon coast this
summer.
Chuck Willer,
director of the
Newport,
Ore.based Coast Range
Association, called
the dispute a blatant example of
special-interest
politics.
"After
the vote, a few of
the
Northwest
political hacks for
the
timber
industry tried to
revise
what
Congress
intended to suit their own political
handlers - the big money timber boys]
t
f the law's intent was to keep log
plans out of the courts, it failed.'
Aug.
29, the Northwest
Forest
Resources Council, an industry group, filed
a motion of intent to sue in Lane County
federal court.
But Brock Evans, vice president of the
National Audubon Society, believes a suit
arguing in favor of bypassing science to get
the cut out will be bad for the timber
industry's public image.
After years of watching the Pacific
Northwest's timber wars, Evans says, lay
people are more educated on the issue, and
less likely to succumb to rhetoric." If I were
the timber industry," he says, "I wouldn't
want that kind of egg on my face."
•
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announced it was cutting rates for 15
big corporations that already enjoy subsidized electricity. Most are aluminum
companies. BPA also said 55 percent of
the region's residential ratepayers would
get a price break on electricity These
are customers of public utilities such as
Seattle City Light. But the other 45 percent, customers of investor-owned utilities such as Portland General Electric,
Pacificorp and Puget Power. face rate
increases.

Message:

The two full-page ads
shown here ran in The Sunday
Oregonian's Aug. 20 edition in the
"Metro" section.The BPA ad (top) said
for most customers, rates would go
down. Portland General Electric (bottom) replied, "BPA calls that 'good news.'

We don't,"

The Facts:

Both ads, while correct, mask the poor management decisions that have forced both utilities to
increase rates in recent months. BPA's
problem has been its inability to cope
with changing energy markets. PGE.
meanwhile, is asking its customers to
pay the high cost of decommissioning its
abandoned Trojan Nuclear Plant.
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Farmers Join
Protest of

Gold Mine
by Kathie Durbin
or 15 years, Roger Jackson has
raised hay and grain, sheep and
goats on his 140-acre spread in
northeastern Washington's Okanogan
County. Last June, the Okanogan
National Forest released its recommendation for an enormous open-pit gold
mine on Buckhorn Mountain six miles
southwest of his farm. When Jackson
learned that Battle Mountain Gold Co.
planned to operate the mine 24 hours a
day, seven days a week during the eightyear life of the mine,
he and fellow farmer
Jim Newton placed
an ad in the Oroville
newspaper. "Except
for the occasional
rancher haying, we
almost always hang
up our hats after
dark, round here,"
said the ad signed by
45 farmers. They
called on the company to operate the
mine only 12 hours
a day.
Jackson knows his
goats would get the jitters from blasting
because he's seen chem flatten themselves against fences when low-flying
Stealth bombers on maneuvers pass
overhead. The Forest Service admits
that noise from mine operations represents the greatest short-term potential
disturbance to wildlife, though its environmental impact statement doesn't
address the effect on farm animals.
If the company won't change its
plans, the farmers will push through a
county zoning ordinance prohibiting
around-the-clock mining, vows Newton.
"There's no reason we should have our
lives disrupted like this."
Resistance by local farmers is merely
the latest development in a long-running
debate over development of the Crown
Jewel Mine - a debate chat is now
reaching a crucial decision point. The
question: Is forested, 5,602-foot
Buckhorn Mountain in the peaceful
Okanogan Highlands a suitable site for
ao an open-pit gold mine using cyanide and
:iE other toxic chemicals to extract minute
.:: particles of gold from low-grade ore?
c
Most such mines have been developed
c:i
c
in desert regions like Nevada's Elko
t: County, where water is scarce. But five
~
streams originate high on Buckhorn
<n
Mountain, and Battle Mountain Gold
g:: proposes to blast 450 feet into the
.._ aquifer that feeds them in order to ere~ ace a 138-acre pit. Marias Creek, which
E has populations of rainbow and brook
trout, would become the repository for
QJ
v,
toxic tailings. The mountain also contains 30 springs and 18 seeps, including
a frog pond that would be buried under

F

!

C!)

millions of tons of rock. Over its life,
the mine would process 13,000 tons of
ore and dump 34,000 tons of waste rock
every day. Gold would be extracted by
percolating a cyanide solution through it
at an indoor facility. The leftover solution would be deposited at the tailings
ponds, where it could become an attractive nuisance to birds and ocher wildlife.
In all, the mine would disturb 766 acres
on the mountain, most of it federal land.
Battle Mountain estimates the mine
would employ 150 workers and produce
180,000 ounces of gold per year.
Already, the mountain has been deeply
scarred by Battle Mountain's prospecting. Rough roads slice its east-facing
slopes, which are pocked with drill holes
and plastic pipes.
Yet from near Buckhorn Mountain's
four-and-a-half-mile summit ridge, the
surrounding country still feels wild and
primitive. To the north lies the Kettle
River Valley;
beyond, in Canada,
are the distant
•
mountains of the
Gran bee
Wilderness Area.
In its draft EIS,
~ the Forest Service
proposes some
modifications co
Battle Mountain's
plan. For instance,
the company
would have to partially backfill the
pit with processed
ore as it mines,
leaving a smaller
area permanently disturbed after the
mine is played out.
. But the Okanogan Highlands
Association, an environmental group
based in Tonasket, said the Forest
Service review fails to adequately consider such issues as the permanent dewatering of the mountain, the effects of
wind-blown dust on air quality,
increased sedimentation of screams,
destruction of important wildlife corridors, and hazards posed by a steady
scream of trucks on narrow mountain
roads. The road between Oroville and
Chesaw would see an increase of 274
vehicles a day, adding to the risk of accidents and toxic chemical spills.
The alliance also contends Battle
Mountain Gold is cutting coses on the
project to produce healthy dividends for
stockholders. Karl Elers, the company's
chief executive office}, predicted in a
speech last year that me cost of developing and operating the Crown Jewel
Project would be roughly $200 per
ounce below the current market value
of gold, and more than twice the average
profit margin for mines of this type.
At least 18 other mining companies
have initiated intensive exploration in
the area. "There are low-grade ore bodies like this all through the area between
here and Molson," says Geraldine
Payton, who lives in tiny Chesaw, near
Buckhorn Mountain, and who contracted
with a geologist to do an independent
review of the Forest Service document.
"I don't want to see che Okanogan
Highlands turned into a pock-marked
national sacrifice zone." •

•

Ca itolrnlm------Media Dogs Murkowski
M mbers of Congress, who flee the
Capitol every August to escape
the heat and hype, last month
uldn't quite slip away without
reporters nipping at their heels. Alaska
Sen. Frank Murkowski felt them chewing on his hind end all month long.
There was the New York Times story on
Aug. 10, accusing the chairman of the
Senate Energy and Natural Resources
Committee of what amounted to a conflict of interest. Murkowski is pushing a
bill that would dramatically increase logging in the Tongass National Forest. The
bill would benefit Ketchikan Pulp Co., a
company in which he happens to own
stock. The Times noted that Murkowski's
financial disclosure statements filed with
the Senate show that on May 1, 1992, he
bought between $1,001 and $15,000
worth of stock in Portland-based
Louisiana-Pacific Corp., which owns the
Ketchikan Pulp Co., now the only timber
processor in the area. That stock is now
worth between $15,001 and $50,000,
according to Murkowski's latest filing.
addition, the Natural Resource
Defense Council says
Murkowski owns substantial holdgs in two banks that rely heavily on
timber profits in southeast Alaska, the
Anchorage-based National Bank of
Alaska and First Bank of Ketchikan.
Murkowski also holds stock in Chevron, a
big oil developer in his state. "I see that
as an outrage," Pam Miller, Alaska program manager for The Wilderness
Society, told The Oil Daily. "He has a personal stake" in an industry he regulates
as a committee chairman.
Murkowski's bill to increase the cut in
southeast Alaska is going against the
grain of public opinion. Gov. Tbny
Knowles and many local communities
have denounced it for the damage it
would do to watersheds and long-term
community stability. Murkowski cancelled a hearing in Washington Aug. 8,
holding instead "workshop." No official
record was taken. A week later, a hostile
crowd of 400 showed up to protest at
another workshop in Sitka.
he second August "hit" on
Murkowski was an even more
alarming report that he has been
interfering with an EPA investigation
of the Alaska Pulp Corp. in Sitka. On
Aug. 24, The Times reported that 1aureen
Koetz, a Murkowski staffer, sent a thinlyveiled threat via voice mail to the EPA
office in Seattle, saying, "We would prefer not to have to do anything with an
appropriations rider on this." This was
taken seriously at EPA: appropriations
riders are difficult to defeat, are rarely
debated fully and are all but impossible

to veto. The House attached 17 riders to
its version of the EPA appropriations bill;
each would roll back environmental protections. A rider protecting the Sitka mill
could be hard to kill. The meaning of
Koetz' voice mail was clear: The EPA
would have to drop its plans to put
Alaska Pulp's plant on the Superfund list,
or face even more budget cuts.
The trouble with the plant, according to
the EPA, is that it had dumped at least a
million pounds of dioxin-contaminated
waste into Silver Bay near Sitka until
ordered to stop in 1990. "What you have
here is the most blatant and obvious
examples of discharge of a hazardous substance into a bay that is a commercial
fishery," the EPA's John Meyer told The
Times. "There's people who eat that
stuff, and we can't tell them whether
there's a problem or not."
terfering with the Executive
Branch is the latest tactic
employed in the conservative
nght's all-but-declared war on the
environment. Another example came in a
July 27 letter to two Cabinet secretaries.
Murkowski and five others - Sen Larry
Craig, R-Idaho, Sen. Slade Gorton, RWash., Rep. Don Young, R-Alaska, Rep.
Charles Taylor, R-N.C., and Rep. Pat
Roberts, R-Kans. - howled at Clinton's
plan to ease the ecological pain likely to
come with the notorious salvage rider.
And at a hearing, Murkowski woofed at
an assistant secretary of Agriculture, "If
we have to cut off your funds, we'll cut
off the funds. Gentlemen, we're going to
get your attention."
Then there's the fate of the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge's
Coastal Plain. Interior Secretary
ce Babbitt says he's asked Clinton
to veto an expected budget measure calling for oil development on the plain. But,
as the Anchorage Daily News reported,
Louisiana Sen. Bennett Johnston "virtually dismissed the prospects that
Congress won't open the refuge." The
Fairbanks Daily-Nes»: Miner quoted
Murkowski as saying the Coastal Plain is
"the last great chance to find a major
world-class oil discovery in North
America."
The U.S. Geological Survey, however, is
not so bullish on the refuge's oil potential. In June, the agency (which is targeted for elimination by House budget cutters) found that previous estimates of the
quantity and quality of oil reserves had
been significantly overstated. And, in a
new report made public by the
Washington Post, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service said drilling on the
refuge would cause more ecological damage than previously thought.

Fix the EPA, Don't Axe It
BUDGET THREATS TO CLEAN AIR, WATER AND PUBLIC HEALTH ARE REAL

A

n article in the University of California Berkeley Wellness Letter last
month caught my attention. Ir called for political action. In all the years
I've been reading this esteemed medical newsletter from UC Berkeley's
School of Public Health, I don't recall it ever politicizing health issues. The call
was for citizens to urge their representatives to roughen, not dilute, laws regulating the nation's drinking water. So I'm more concerned now. The threats must be
greater than maybe even I perceived, if my favorite, rather conservative, Wellness
Letter felt a need to go activist.
And they are not the only ones. Indeed the American Lung Association's
director of state government relations, Paul G. Billings, expressed outrage about
just how real the threats to air and water are, threats of which he believes the
public isn't being made fully aware. "Ir's frightening, and it's happening through
the back door - this promoting of exemptions for polluters."

A

s September rolls in, so do our congressional representatives, bringing with
chem perspectives on rolling back regulations as well as dollars to the EPA,
the agency responsible for enforcing our nation's environmental laws and
now under intense scrutiny. One appropriations bill recently passed by the House
would slice more than 30 percent of the EPA's budget. Cuts that deep would
"effectively shut down the agency, which is already a bare bones operation," says
Mary Fox, an agency staffer. "EPA would grind to a halt and we'd be in trouble."
As an example, she notes that only one hardworking individual is responsible
for reviewing aquatic toxicity data used to evaluate new chemicals coming onto
the market. If that person is laid off there will be nobody to do that job.
"The agency wouldn't be able to do anything," she says. "There'd be a lot
more exposures to workers, communities, streams - killing fish ... and that's just
my program. Rivers would catch fire again. And, people would nor be able to get
information on pollutants in their area."
The American Lung Association's Billings agrees, "You'll have more pollution, more sick people, more sick kids." Still, he thinks "environmental regulations can be improved. We'd all like to see the EPA do a better job. Bur imagine
if there were no EPA. It's like education. There are a lot of problems with the system, but you've still got to have one because the alternative is worse."
The EPA's Fox points to countries that do not have a national agency like the
EPA and to the serious environmental and public health problems there that
result. The effective abolition of the EPA "would have major consequences on
every person," she says.
But one EPA official, who asked not to be identified, also sees the need for
improvements in the system. "I see so much waste here." While some employees
work very hard, others just read the newspaper all day, the official points out,
adding, "Under the current system it is very difficult and expensive to fire them.
Half the people you'd want to fire are in management. You have to change the
rules for how government hires and fires people. At the EPA you get rid of someone by promoting them. As a consequence there are a lot of highly paid people
who don't do anything."

ven more important than changing the rules on hiring and firing is changing the way laws are written. For example, in Fox's area of toxic substance
control, she claims "it is very easy to impose restrictions on new chemicals,
but it is very difficult to do anything about existing chemicals because of the way
the statute is written."
Clearly throwing more money at a wasteful agency isn't the answer, but then
neither is elimination of the agency chartered with stewardship of our environment. How then, can the EPA be made to work better and more efficiently?
Some think employee performance and independent peer reviews, and public
oversight, can make the difference.
But increased public involvement doesn't look likely. Au contraire, moves are
being made to weaken community notification of water and air violations.
Imagine the rationale in eliminating the Toxic Release Inventory which
requires industries to report their emissions of hazardous substances to the general public. It's difficult to think of a sound reason. True, if polluters don 't have to
tell the public what they put out, then the pressure is off to regulate and chat does
save money for polluters, but not for us. Says Billings, chis is "just a piece of special interest legislation to satisfy the whims of polluters.".
J use one example of polluters writing environmental law is the House-proposed legislation that would allow many hazardous waste incinerators to go unregulated simply because they are used to fuel cement kilns. The question must be
asked, do legislators really' want to cut budgets or do they want to pump up big
business?
Popular GOP thinking these days is that environmental regulation should be
left to the states. This worries environmentalists and health advocates who
believe national oversight is necessary to ensure even protection across the states.
Fox is further concerned that "the states are so heavily reliant on industries.
Industries have much more control on state laws. And you really can't trust industry to do it [regulate themselves]."
Bur what really concerns Billings is that if the debate drags on over EPA budget and regulatory reform, dollars won't get appropriated to that agency to carry
our its charter. "If appropriations bills don't pass, government will be essentially
shut down during negotiations." And protection from dangerous toxics will be left
to the discretion of profit-making industries. That's starting this fall. So start boiling your water!

E

N.

d now my Wellness Letter tells me about the mounting evidence of daners posed by the waterborne parasite cryprosporidium, and that for the
rrst rime ever, this June, federal health experts have recommended some
Americans boil their rap water. The EPA was expected to toughen regulations in
order to prevent crypto outbreaks [for which there is no cure], but Congress has
now proposed a regulatory moratorium that would delay or halt this. Not that I'm
a big fan of the EPA, but I am worried about losing it.

(Robin Klein can be reached at ltarmie@aol.com .)
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The state boar1d that regulates air quality;in
southwestern Washington will allow a coalfired electric plant outside Centralia to dump
as much as 55,000 tons of sulfur dioxide Into
the air each year - a 13 percent reduction
from current emissions. The Aug. 15 ruling
by the Southwest Air Pollution Control
Authority was unanimous; despite requests
by environmental groups, the National Park
Service. and one of the plant's owners to
postpone any decision.
As C asca d .1a T'unes reporte d .,n .its A ugust •
Issue ("The Big Dirt(), the plant is a major
source of airborne sulfur dioxide (S02). ·
"

n. itrous ,o., -.xidesand tiny particulates in

Westerll'Washington. S02 in the atmosphete
·
can cause serious, even fatal health prob:
lems in humans.
l
To meet.the new standards ttt,e plant would,
have to import cleaner coal from other parts
of the country or partially "scrub" the S02 ,
.
rk Service, i

I

which argued for a ~ percent reduction, says
would drop full regulation of many persistent
haze ~t Mount Rainier National Park is "readangerous wastes. including toxic radioactive
sonably attributable' to S02 emis~ions from ' waste.
I
the Centratia plant. I
"It means out behind soriie business irt the
The park's s11perintendent, Bill Brtggle, notes
alley wher~ kids play, there might be toxic
that the Centralia plant is now the largest
waste stored for two yeats, totally forgotten
emitter of sulfur dioxide among coal plants in
abolft leaking," says Gerry Poll11t. executive
the W~st.
director of the Seattle-based Heart of
Amehca Northwest. "They are doing this
,
because dangerous waste is expensive: to
Wash j ngton I Cal orn ia prot~tt the .public agains( and businesies
havelgotten;to them." Anjong those businessRelax Toxic Ru es
es, apparently, is Westinghouse, the prime
contractor at Hanford. Westinghouse wants to
Members of the Hantord Public Interest
import vastquantities of inixed radioactive
Network. a coalition of Northwest groups work- waste for bur·ial at Hanford, where under the
ing to resolve problems at the nuclear
new rules ii would be stored without regulaweapons site, announced plans to sue the
tory oversight. "Hanford \!Ould likely the
Washington Department of Ecology over Its
nat·ional dump·,ng ground for all of the fed errecent decision to relax the state's landmark . al government's nuclear weapons plant mixed
hazardous waste regulations. The proposed
waste," Pollet says.
rules would drop the state's regulation of cancer-causing chemicals. The new rules would
The California Legislature recently passed
allow a toxic content in waste that's 10 times
similar legislation rolling back that state's
greater than the current standard. This waste
stringent haiardous waste ;regulations.
could b.e stored or reused anywhere, or
I
burnediln local incinerators. The rules also

I

if

Oregon Groups Sue
to Protect Steelhead
In 1994. the Oregon Natural Resources Council
filed petitions to protect wild steelhead in
California. Oregon and Washington under the
Endangered Species Act. A decision is six
months late, and ONRC says it will sue.
Often steelhead suffer from excessive diversions of water from streams. In July, the
Oregon Water Resources Department approved
a water diversion for flood irrigation In one
important steelhead basin. the Middle Fork
Day. On Aug. 27, WaterWatch, another
oJohn
fI d
bl k h d
regon group. i e suit to oc t e iversio11.
Interestingly, the state has spent $100,000
restoring the river's riparian areas to help the
· use
stee lh ea d . "Th is is an ·mere d i bl y ine tt·1c1ent
f
·
ilh
lh d t•
o water in a stream w1 a stee ea pe 1tione d f or l isling un d er th e ESA ••· says
WaterWatch lawyer Karen Russell. "It is a per·
feet example of the state spending a lot of
money doing watershed restoration work, and,
at the same time turning around and overallocating the stream."
.
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Commentary

The Browning of
Bob Packwood
Environmentalistsused to love the

Oregon senator. A leadingactivisttells
what went wrong.

ometimes
['m a
whore!"
said a
defensive
Bob
Packwood in his
capitol office over a
glass of wine with
three shocked national
environmental
group leaders. l didn't go to the meeting,
but my colleagues all were amazed by the
whoring remark. I wasn't.
The three had been trying tO lobby
Packwood. a Republican from Portland, on
limiting log exports from public land (he
was in favor of limits) and saving our own
forests (he was not in favor). They
employed a tried-and-true lobbying technique - pointing out inconsistencies in a
politician's
positions.
My colleagues
thought they had him, but Packwood
copped to the inconsistency in a vulgar, yet
colorful and honest way. The three had
never heard anything so forthright out of
the mouth of a United States senator, I
explained that it's part of what I called his
"residual honesty."
In the beginning Packwood was as
regular a guy who ever thinks about running for office, except he used environmental issues. He was a liberal (then called
a "moderate") Republican. He sought
power because of a passionate desire to do
good. Over time, like essentially every other politician, he came to seek power for its
own end - the consummate politician.
What follows is a very personal and
narrow look at Bob Packwood and the
environment. I once respected him greatly.
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Later I lobbied him. Then I came to loathe
him. Now I pity him. This is a saga of two
Packwoods: the Passionate Packwood and
the Political Packwood. A good politician
needs both. Packwood started out with lots
of passion, but passion's evil twin has won
the duel for his soul. When the charges of
sexual harassment first surfaced, I was disbelieving. Why would he do these things?
"Power is the ultimate aphrodisiac,"
observed Henry Kissinger. But of course, it
wa n 't about sex; it was about power.
And now, as the Senate Ethics
Committee concludes its three-year investigation into allegations of sexual harassment leveled against Packwood by more
than two dozen women, and this tragic,
comedic drama unfolds to its inevitably
ugly conclusion, I want Packwood to get
what he deserves. But I won't forget a time
long ago, when the Passionate Packwood
was stronger than the Political Packwood,
and there was a senator who went to
Washington to do some good.

~Q~

1
First Election: New and
Unknown
In 1968, Liberal Democratic Senator
Wayne Morse had been in the U.S. Senate
longer than I had been alive (I was 13 at the
time). The "Tiger of the Senate" was challenged by moderate Republican
Bob
Packwood. It was the first political race in
which I ever took an interest. Morse was
being attacked for his staunch opposition

to the Vietnam War and his old age. The
election was so close that it went into
recount. I supported Packwood because he
was young and an underdog. Vietnam was
far too esoteric an issue for this teen-ager
growing up in Creswell, a small lumber
town south of Eugene. It was two years
before the first Earth Day, and the environment wasn't yet a political issue.

1

~Q~-1 ~ First Term: Dark

Green

In his first term and in those times,
there wasn't an Oregon politician better on
environmental issues than Bob Packwood.
He was the first senator calling for population control. But then, as now, the issue in
Oregon politics was trees: to keep any
standing or not. As a very junior senator,
Packwood favored protecting French Pete
Valley as part of the Three Sisters
Wilderness near Central Oregon. This
greacly annoyed Oregon's senior Senator,
Mark 0. Hatfield, who was in favor of logging it, as was every other politician in
Oregon, including Morse before his defeat.
Packwood was blocked by Hatfield from
getting on the committee with jurisdiction
over natural resources. He couldn't get the
committee tO hold a hearing on his bill to
save French Pete so environmentalists
hired a stenographer, set up an empty chair
for Hatfield and held one anyway in
Eugene. Packwood later in~erted the transcript into the Congression I Record.

by Andy Kerr

The significance of an Oregon politician in 1970 coming out for French Pete
must be emphasized. At that time, French
Pete held a symbolic importance to the
environmental movement nationally
at
least 10 times what the threatened Opal
Creek ancient forest holds today. The
Forest Service had plans to cut essentially
every old growth tree in the state. None
were to be saved, even as museum pieces,
let alone a functioning forest across the
landscape and over time. Packwood came
out for French Pete because, in his heart,
he knew it to be right; and (even though it
annoyed the hell out of the political status
quo) it put him in good stead with the
emerging and increasingly influential environmental movement.
Packwood also fell in love with the
landscape of Hells Canyon, and became
friends with the few courageous environmentalists
then in Northeast Oregon.
Packwood had very much wanted to save
Hells Canyon. His bill to preserve it prevented the damming for hydroelectric
power the last 100-miles of the free-flowing Snake River. I first saw Packwood in
the flesh at the dedication of the Hells
Canyon National Recreation Area in 1976.
Of all the politicians who spoke, Packwood
was the most passionate. He said these
words that I will never forget: "If we save
all the wilderness still left today, in it won't
be half enough 50 years from now." At that
point, I, and the environmental movement,
would have walked through hell for the
junior Senator from Oregon.
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Second Term:
Hesitation

r n 1974, Morse tried co take back his
old scat and died crying. His replacement
on the ballot was Democratic State Sen.
Betty Roberts, who was ranked as voting
correctly 86 percenr of the time by the
Oregon League of Environmental (now
Conservation) Voters. (Roberts is now a
leader in today's get-Packwood effort.)
OLEY chose to give a joinr-endorsemenr,
which deeply offended Packwood. He
thought he deserved the sole endorsement, after all he had done for environmentalists. The street fighter in
Packwood valued loyalty, and the
environmentalists let him down. As a
result, during his second term, the
junior senator was very quiet on
environmental issues. He still supported French Pete, but not much
else. Ironically, it was Hatfield
who got the credit and glory for
the passage of the Endangered
American Wilderness Act of
1978, which returned French
Pete to wilderness status.
In
his second
term,
Packwood concentrated on some
very safe environmental issues,
like whales (not a lot of people in
Oregon want to cut up whales). A
clearly discernible voting pattern
was beginning to emerge. His
national League of Conservation
Voters record had peaked in the
years of his re-election, and was the
lowest the year afterward. The political Packwood was beginning co dominate the passionate Packwood. The
election of 1980 brought forth another
Democratic state senator with an even better OLEY voting record (95 percent), Ted
Kulongoski. This time, the OLEY board
voted to endorse just Kulongoski. It was
the Republican landslide year of Ronald
Reagan, the first President to make the
environment a partisan issue. Packwood
was increasingly distanced from environmentalists, whom he increasingly viewed
(and in my opinion, accurately) as kneejerk Democrats.
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Third Term: The End
of the Packwood
Curve

The biggest and most difficult issue in
Oregon environmental politics was still
wilderness for federal land . Packwood took
no significant role in what became the
Oregon Forest Wilderness Act of 1984. And
what role this former great lover and defender of wilderness did cake was negative. As he
considered his re-election bid for 1986,
Packwood knew he needed to split the liberals (in order to win, statewide Republican
candidates in Oregon always have to do this
- witness Hatfield, the pacifist, anti-nuke
timber beast). Challenging him this time
was Jim Weaver, a populist Democratic congressman from Eugene and darling of the
environmentalists. Weaver had championed
French Pete and many other wild areas; that
the Oregon Wilderness Act of 1984 conrained nearly one million acres is testimony
to the tenacity of the man. Packwood was
confident of beatingWeaver, Hehad tons of

money and a better campaign organization.
But he still wanted to split Weaver's base,
just to be sure.
Sensing this, two other Oregon
Natural Resources Council staffers and I
seized an opportunity: James Monteith,
then Executive Director and Chair of
Conservationists for Packwood; Tim

That spring, Hatfield, did what he Vietnam War and favor gun control,
said he'd never do again: hold another
Environmentalists had fallen a long way
wilderness hearing in Oregon. After the from the heady moment in 1976 at Hat
hearing, the three of us, as principles in Point; they no longer could claim friends in
the Conservationists for Packwood politithe Northwest congressional delegation.
cal action committee (all on our own time,
In 1992, in his fifth bid for election to
since ON RC's tax status prohibits particithe Senate, Packwood made no pretense of
pation in electoral politics) met with
courting the environmental vote; in fact he
Packwood and Elaine Franklin (his infaran against the environment.
The
mous aide and protector) in John Day. We Democrats had chosen AuCoin to chalwere helping him hustle votes at the lenge Packwood. Packwood had gobs more
county fair. When it was time for money than AuCoin. Environmentalists
Packwood to leave we went up the hill to were backing AuCoin as the lesser of two
the John Day airport.
evils, but with none of the vigor they would
While waiting for the plane, we hud- have had for Harry Lonsdale, the forest
dled and worked out a deal. Packwood lover and former board member of ONRC
would move the bill through the Senate whom AuCoin had edged out in the
immediately after Labor Day. We Democratic primary.
talked frankly about Hatfield, no fan
I'd figured that AuCoin would be betof wilderness. Packwood most confi- ter than Packwood, even though both had
dently and clearly said, "I'll handle
whored for Big Timber (such have historiMark. It won't be a problem." As cally been the choices facing Oregon enviwe watched rhe Senator and his ronmentalists). The fact chat Packwood
aide fly off, we were feeling pret- once really believed in wilderness was
ty good. We'd wired up another immaterial. He didn't any longer. Then I
wilderness bill for Oregon, just heard the Washington Post was running the
two years after Hatfield had said sexual harassment
story. But with
"never
again."
We we're Packwood and his lawyers at full bark, the
pumped. The August recess Post was extra nervous about checking the
passed quietly for us, but not for facts, and delayed the story. Its blockbuster
Jim Weaver. He dropped out of ran Nov. 22 - two weeks after the election.
the race for senator. The
Democrats chose State Rep.
Killed Off or Born
Rick Bauman (yet another state
legislator with a good environAgain?
mental record) as the fill-in. le was
The morning after his re-election, in
absolutely no contest.
When Lillebo and I went to his inimitable way, Packwood mused to the
see Packwood in his Capitol Hill press that we could no longer cut as much
the day after Labor Day, we goc the timber as we once did in the Pacific
run-around. "The senator is quite Northwest; that Big Timber would have to
busy ..... " We knew something was up. compromise. As I heard this, I marveled at
Lillebo, who has haunted the halls of the man. What a consummate politician!
the Hill more than any of us, staked out a He sleeps with Big Timber before the elecplace Packwood must pass in the course of tion, and doesn't even have breakfast with
his business. He buttonholed Packwood in them in the morning! He was already posithe hall and the ugly truth became evident.
tioning himself for 1998, when he would
run again for the Senate, in a time when he
There would be no Hells Canyon
knew that Big Timber would be a much
Wilderness bill. There was no need with
Weaver out of the race. The 300,000 wildersmaller political force. I called Lillebo to
ness acres of insurance that Packwood (and discuss this and we decided that we should
Lillebo,
ONRC's Northeast
Field Hatfield) were willing to pay to ensure a go see Packwood. As Ted Kulongoski once
Representative (most times a Democrat, split in the environmental community no told me, "With Bob Packwood you have a
occasional Republican); and myself (then a longer had to be paid. We were in shock.
50-50 chance on any issue at any rime."
This totally amoral politician was floating
reluctant Democrat and much more so now, We were hurt. We'd been had.
but sure as hell not leaning Republican)
and we saw the opportunity for him (the
concocted a scheme to designate an addipolitical Packwood, not the passionate
tional 300,000 acres of Wilderness in the
Fourth Term: Dark
Packwood ) to start greening again.
But then the W11shi11gtrm Post story did
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area.
Brown
The first Packwood bill had saved the river
finally hit and the firestorm began. It would
from dams, but not the forest from chainThe political Packwood crushed the not have been politic of us to start siding up
to Packwood again, and in face I joined the
saws. Our strategy was to bring Bob passionate Packwood. He was through with
crowd crying to force him from office.
Packwood back to the environmental fold environmentalists. They couldn't be relied
Packwood's political friends were abandonbecause we knew Weaver had no chance of upon, nor for that matter could environmentalists rely on him. He sized up his ing him in droves. Nobody wanted to be
winning the enate race.
We also knew Packwood was damn potential next election opponents ( the associated with this philandering political
pariah. Nobody except Big Timber who
good when he was your champion, and we guy's default setting in running his political
calculus is, like any other politician, the was as badly in need of friends as
hadn't yet "lost" him. We persuaded
Packwood to introduce the Hells Canyon next election) and they all appeared to be Packwood. Packwood thus was thrust back
Wilderness bill in early 1986. We had held a greener than he. Of course, we're talking into the arms of the clearcutting crowd,
10-year anniversary re-dedication of the relative here, but Reps. Les AuCoin, Peter who offered sanctuary when all others were
Hells Canyon National Recreation Area at Def'azio or Ron Wyden or Gov. Neil calling for his head.
had
all
out-greened
Buckhorn Lookout, north of Hat Point and Goldschmidt
A11dy Ken; exeaaioe dimtor of !he Orewm
equally spectacular, Packwood said it again: Packwood (not by much for half of them).
"If we save all the wilderness still left today, In 1989, environmentalists were successful Natural Rrsounrs Couno], has wrestled in the
in it won't be half enough 50 years from in their first big court injunctions. The fol- mudpit 4 p()/itir:r rm /;eh(llf /)! the wild 1111d the
now." No longer would I walk through hell lowing April, at the timber industry's peak future sinre the FordAdmi11istmtirm. He lives in
for the guy, but it was politically necessary moment, Packwood spoke to an estimated Joseph and m•oti:s i11 Portlmlfl.
for him to say it and act like he meant it. He J0,000 disgruntled timber workers in
further said he didn't want his place in histo- Pioneer Square in Portland, and convery to be the passage of the Tax Reform Act niently painted environmentalists as the
same people as chose who opposed the
_ of 1986; he w.mted it to be Hells Canyon.
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A battered memorial pole
at the abandoned Haida
village of Skedans.
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rom the deck of the 46-foot sailboat Ariel, I scanned the
southern horizon as Lyell Island, lapped by the blue waters of
Laskeek Bay, slowly separated itself from the much larger
land mass of Moresby Island. I had waited eight years for this return
pilgrimage to the Queen Charlotte Islands - to a place where Haida
Indians and Canadian environmentalists changed history. Yet now
that the moment was at hand, I felt a sense of foreboding.
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In 1986 South Moresby was an imperiled jewel, and
though I saw it only from a distance, in a small seaplane, it
shimmered unsullied in my imagination. In 1994, I am about
to see it at close range. I am also about to confront the paradox
of life on an exploited planet: Can any natural place ever live
up co the Eden-like expectations of chose who seek out
Earth's last wild sanctuaries?
For two days my companions and I had sailed south along
the eastern coastline of chis 180-mile-long archipelago, past
bald mountainsides and bleeding road cuts clearly visible from
the calm waters of Hecate Strait. We had skirted Talunkwan
Island, so notorious for the damage wreaked by rapacious logging chat it gave birch to a new noun: "talunkwanization."
Here at Lyell Island, the talunkwanization of the area the
Haida call Gwaii Haanas stopped. Here the line was drawn in
the forest. Here the whine of chainsaws and roar of bulldozers
ceased and an irreplaceable island wilderness was left to its

silence.
The Queen Charlotte Islands, often referred to as the
Canadian Galapagos for their biological treasures, are a string
of ecological jewels set on the edge of Canada's continental
shelf 60 miles off the British Columbia mainland. Unique
plane and wildlife species evolved here, in part because of
their geographic isolation, in pare because their climate, tempered by offshore currents, provided a refuge from the full
impact of the last great ice age.
These misty isles are the ancestral home of the Haida,
gifted artists and fierce warriors who ruled the inland waters
south to Vancouver ls land. Exploitation of the islands' forests
and minerals, salmon and sea otters, began with the arrival of
white trappers and explorers in the 18th century. But it wasn't
until the 1970s that widespread commercial logging of the
islands began under British Columbia's system of tree farm
licenses, which give giant corporations virtually unlimited cut-

ting rights on millions of acres of
"crown" (public) land managed by the
provincial government.
South Moresby, the unlogged
south end of the archipelago, encompasses 138 islands, from rocks inhabited only by seabirds to Moresby Island
\\ ith its coastline of deep coves and the
San Cristoval mountain range at its
spine. Its shores are home to whales,
porpoises, sea lions and a quarter of all
nesting seabirds on Canada's Pacific
Coast. Bald eagles marked Ariel's
course on our 1994 voyage, keeping
watch from their perches high in the
limbs of Sitka spruces.
In I 986, when I first came co South
Moresby, these islands were disputed
territory. Lyell Island, with its enormous spruces and red cedars rising
from a forest floor of spongy yellow
mosses, was the spiritual center of the
campaign co protect them. Herc, in
1985, I laida elders in ceremonial button blankets and robes blocked a log-

ging road in a symbolic act of defiance
against continued industrial cutting of
their ancestral homeland, and young
Haida men began building a longhouse
to stake their claim. Just weeks before
my visit, Miles Richardson, the president of the Haida Nacion, had
renounced his Canadian citizenship co
dramatize the fact that the Haida never
ceded these islands by treaty or lost
them in war. The pilot I hired to fly me
over South Moresby in a seaplane
refused to land at Windy Bay. He
explained that he relied heavily on
business from logging companies.
By then an international campaign
to save South Moresby was well underway. The Islands Protection Society in
Victoria had published Islands at the
Edge, a book of gorgeous photographs
and natural history essays, which told
the story of the islands' biological treasures and the tragedy about to befall
them. The Canadian naturalise David
Suzuki produced a television pccial

The sheltered cove off the coast of Haida village of Skedans.

Anthony bland:,

about the Queen Charlottcs. A transCanada tour built national support for
South Moresby's preservation.
In 1987, after the most intense forest preservation campaign British
Columbia had seen up to that time, the
Canadian and provincial governments
signed a memorandum of understanding stating chat South Moresby, the
southernmost part of the archipelago,
would be set aside as a national park
preserve. The agreement saved deep
wooded valleys including Windy Bay,
l-laida village sites where totem poles,
mortuary poles and timbers from cedar
longhouses lie buried in moss, rare
wildlife species, colonies of tufted
puffins and ancient murrclets, lakes,
bogs and intertidal narrows rich with
sea life.
The decision was a huge victory
for environmentalists and for the Haida
Nation. The establishment of the
reserve under a first-of-its kind joint
management agreement between the
Canadian Park Service and the Haida
Nation remains the most significant
victory for acrivisrs fighting the B.C.
timber juggernaut. But the timber
industry and island residents also beneficed.
As part of the agreement, the government agreed ro pay $37 million in
compensation for "lost business opportunity" to Western Forest Products,
which owned exclusive logging rights
on South Moresby. A logging contractor
was paid nearly $1.6 million, employees
received $866,000 in severance pay, and
a South Moresby Forest Replacement
Account was set up to provide money
for intensive forestry experiments in
areas still open to logging.
By the time the chainsaws fell
silent, Lyell Island was already well on
the way to being stripped of its coastal
rainforest. The Tangil Peninsula i a
shorn finger of land jutting
east, and the entire north-

em end of the island, from the logging
camp at Powrivco Bay to Dodge Point,
has been laid bare. As we chugged into
sheltered Windy Bay, I saw that even
this sanctuary had been entered. A
clearcut patch angles downhill from the
ridgeline where logging evidently continued until the last possible moment .

M

emorics of that first trip linger
like a summer twilight in the
Charlottes: Ravens standing
on the road. Wild bog sounds. A boat
trip to Chaatl, a deserted Haida village
near the wild Pacific, where Colin
Richardson, our Haida guide on a private tour, led us to two standing totem
poles looming out of ocean mist and
pushed back a chunk of sod co show us
the bones of his Maida ancestors. A
long beach where we camped on our
last night in the islands, broke and
dirty and inhaling the sea.
This time we were traveling
through true wilderness, but our comfortable sailboat accommodations kept
everything at a distance. Despite our
captain's sailing skills, tides and shallows kept us out of some inlets. My
one attempt at a hike was a hands-andknees affair on faint animal trails in a
soaking rain. Still, I returned from this
close-up wilderness encounter covered
with mud and moss, wet co the skin and giddy with the sense (true or not)
of having explored a place for the first
time.
South Moresby is dotted with the
abandoned villages of the Haida. We
visited Skedans, Tanu and, near the
CONTINUED
ON PAGE 12
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t '"".as a wake-up call .the likes. of
which· few residents of Helde
Gwaii will forget.
At a community meeting in early
March members of the council of
Haida Nation released a map produced from satellite images of Haida
Gwaii (the Queen Charlotte Islands off
the British Columbia coast).
Jokingly referred to by some as
"the yellow peril" the map showed
the area of temperate rain forest
logged on the archipelago since timber companies began clear-cutting in
earnest 50 years ago.
It was an astonishing picture.
Large, continuous sections of clearcuts on Moresby and Graham lslands
were colored solid yellow. Old forest
fire sites, decades away from logging,
were colored musty brown while
stretches of bog and muskeg were
portrayed in shades of doppled
green and brown.
In the lexicon of the professional
forester, the remaining "mature forest"
on the map appeared pitifully small
certainly insufficient to permit the continued logging of 2 million cubic
meters of timber a year.
The meeting over, community
representatives including long-time
loggers and native leaders decided
to do something. They met to air their
differences and see what they could
do about a yearly timber cut (allowable annual cut or AAC) that was too
high to be sustained.
The results were no less remarkable than. the image that had united
them. In two ground-breaking documents released less than two months
after the map was published, community leaders on the islands delivered
two strong messages to BC's Ministry
of Forests.
In a letter signed by nine island
leaders and sent to the ministry's chief

forester, Larry Pedersen, the committee demanded that the ministry quickly reduce logging rates in the Queen
Charlotte timber supply area (TSA).
"Our community requires a sustainable natural resource base. It is
clear from our observations and from
the documents that your Ministry has
prepared that our local TSA is not currently being managed in this way, as
indicated by the current AAC which is
2.2 times the Long Term Harvest Level.
From the standpoint of the well being
of our island community; we need
major changes in this state of affairs,"
the islanders wrote.
The ministry document of immediate concern was c,i "timber supply
analysis" of the Queeri Charlotte TSA.
That analysis concluded that the! current rate of logging· within the TSA
must be reduced by 52 percent to
reach a· lohg-term, supposedly sustainable level
In an accompanying socio-economic document, the Ministry pro·
posed three ways of dealing with this
problem. The first two options were
evidently favored by the . report's
authors and involved gradual reductions in the AAC over ·.· several
decades. In these scenarios, over-logging would continue but at steppeddown rates.
Eventually, logging rate, would
fall below long-term levels·· to compensate for decades of .over-logging. ' .
Then, in the distant future, they would
begin to creep back up to sustainable
levels. The authors presumably fig~
ured this was most palatable from a
community perspective in that it didn't
involve a big one-tirne drop in lo·gging rates. To bolster their case, they
looked at the costs of dropping logging levels to a long-term rate now.
Their conclusion: this third option ·
would cost 373 person-years in
employment and $11.4 million in

income.
But the islanders saw things differently. Not only did they demand that
Pedersen slash logging rates, but they
insisted that he revise "cut calculations" to reflect greater protection of
Haida Gwaida's remaining temperate
rain forest. ·
·
In a subsequent letter to BC's min·
ister of forestry, Andrew Peltier, they
went one step further. They demanded logging · companies in the TSA
relinquish their cutting rights,
"The current allocation of cutting
rights in the. Queen Charlotte represents a significant threat to the future of
our island's community;" the islanders
wrote. "The socio-economic analysis
confirms that the return to our islands.
is unacceptab!ylow. It is:our beliefthaf
100 percent of the TSA should be managed by the communities of these

islands."
Just what impact the letters will
· h~ve on the. powers that be in Victoria. .
is unknown beceuse the Ministry has
yet to announce what the logging ·
rates will be,
But on the islands the map, meeting and letters heve had an empowerjng effect~ These are the same"
islands, it should be remembered, that.
were the focus of natiqnal and international attention. a decade ago when
: ?2.. Haida .,:>rptesters, were arrested.·
cind ipter found 'ln criminal contempt· .,
for, blockading logging operations 9n>'
the southern half of the archipelago.
The arrests proved the turning
point in the 13-year struggle to save .
... So.uth Moresby's temperate ra.in. for,. est from declr-cut logging. The i3rea,
' ,.'known as· Gwaii Haanas, was later
declared a F:laida Heritage Site and .
National Perk Preserve in 1987.
The subsequent loss of 100-plus
,,,fogging jQbs on Sout~·Moresby also··
marked .a w(')tE!rshed ·i~ .the history of
the land·u~'e disputes in British
Columbia ..
Much of what followed (the rise
of for~t-iridusiry funded anti-environrnentelist Sha.re . gro1..1ps with their
· strong -Onks
the Wise Use movement and Ron Arnold's Bellevue,
Wash.,-based-Center for the Defense
of Free Enterprise} was borne out of
the str'uggleJo.saye Se>uth Moresby.
Indeed, language that would later
be incorporated by Share forces in
their battles With conservationists was
borrowed from Moresby Island residents like R.I. Smith, editor of the Red
Neck News, a.publication that regularly blamed environmental campaigners for the woes of resource industry
workers.
" ... many of us in the resource
industry face increasing unemployment due to political environmentalists," Smith ·once wrote. ''The same
kind of people living in our cities by
the thousand, support an end to log·
ging in places like SoU.th Moresby, the

to

Stein River area and Meares Island.

Jheirlives areti~d up in nothing more .
than seekin9 a way to put people less ·
fortunate than themselves out of work.
They will see every trapper, miner, logger and fisherman out of work and driver on welfare. They know not what
'·· they do, or the deprivation they cause
.·· to minorities that are ill equipped to
fight back."
Then years after the Moresby dispute, however, a prominent member
of the Share' movement on Haida
Gwaii - Blll'Beldessi ~-· was ~mohg :·
those to sign the letters calling for
deep cuts in logging rates· o the
islands. He sided with conservation. isi~; many of whom have argued thet
. they are nqtppposed to logging ..::..
but rather the rate of logging and who
benefitsfrom What is cut.
·
·
Betdessi 46 years old. He's
worked in the forest industry since he
was 16. For )be past six. years, he's
been a truck~ grfver for TitnberWest,
once of the majorcompani~slogging
. on Haida GwaiL·he is currently president of Share the Rock, Share's Haida
Gwaii chapter. ,.;. ,
. , ..
But Belc::i~§si says hifshare group
· is no longer
of the umbrella organization, Share'B.C. He says the· leadership of the, provinc;ial organization
has lost touch with the grassroots. And
working at the grassroots level is what
. Beldessi's most concerned abbi.Jt,
"A lot of peopie view u~/as' 'jish- ·
· ing communities' or 'loggingj:;ommunities' for the short term, nqtas communities of people who ere-cornmltted to living her:e- Who
hE!re . and
will b~ · here . Until . they . . -•. away;''.
B~ldessi says; '!We want to start to
process more Wood on-island. And
we think that
more tban cover ·the
loss of jobs (alleged to be at risk with
· a lower AACJ.- We have yo~ng peopl~ leaving 'the Islands in <droves.
There's no opportunity here. There
used to be jobs in the woods and
jobs in the fishing industry. But not so
., rnuch anymore."
As it stends now, the v9lury:ie of
, timber loggeo on the "trees farms"
, 'end "timber supply area" on Haida
<3waii benefits island residents far
le$s than the timber companies head. qoarte.red far to the south of the archip~lago.
.- As the authors of the socio-econo~ic analysis noted in their report, 94
percent of all the timber logged on
. 8aida Gwaii is exported to Greater
. V~ncouver ;t;:,r Vencouve» Island.
Me~nwhile,"two local .sawmills on
lii':lida Gwaii h{lve. been without timber since June of 1994. And even
when they· dicl have timber holdings,
they emourited-to only three percent
of the total volume logged.
Of the 695 iull-time forest industry jobs directly attribt.ltable to logging in the Queen Charlotte TSA,
only 169 jobs or 24 percent accrue to
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w ·
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island resident;'. The vast majority of
,, Jobs are crf;lated;hundreds qt miles
' to the south iri urban, settings far
LTuiem~ved . ,1; :Jr?~> . tryei , ;rer,rc!lni~g""'
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southern tip of the archipelago,
Ninstints, a United Nations world heritage site from which the proud
Kunghit Haida ruled Gwaii Haanas.
Several decaying mortuary poles and
house timb rs remain from the impressive village that once curved around a
crescent beach .
In 1829, according to a Haida legend passed down, Kwanduhadgaa, a
famous medicine man of Tanu, fell ill
and went into a trance in which his spirit left his body and flew over the
islands. To his horror, he saw the villages abandoned, all but two: Skidegate
and Masser. When he asked what had
happened, a mysterious black man told
him chat God had wiped chem out
because He did not like the heathen
totem poles or the smell of the corpses
in the mortuary poles. By century's end,
after a series of smallpox epidemics
swept through the Haida villages, the
seer's dire prediction that the villages
would be abandoned had come to pass.
Treading mossy trails past fallen
house timbers and decaying totem poles
at these village sites is a somber and
profound experience - the highlight of
any trip to Gwaii Haanas. It is made
more meaningful by the
presence of Haida Gwaii
Watchmen, some of them
hereditary chiefs, who
now contract with the
Park Service to guide visitors, explain the significance of the cedar poles
carved with fierce visages
of bear, beaver and mythic creatures, and deter
trespassing and vandalism. Sadly, that's a continuing problem; at
Ninstints, our guide's
wife told us she had
recently caught a fisherman climbing one of the
fragile mortuary poles.
At Windy Bay, where a modern
cedar house decorated with black-andred Haida totem designs offers shelter
to tired kayakers, our guide is Robert
Vogstad, a young artist, part Haida and
part Norwegian. He wears a black wool
beret, jeans and a blue shirt and tells
us that he is a recent graduate of Emily
Carr College of Art in Vancouver,
named for the artist who ventured
alone into Haida villages to paint in the
early part of the century. Vogstad is still
an apprentice, but already he has
joined the ranks of Haida sculptors
who journey to Slatechuck Mountain
on Graham Island to mine the soft
black argillite that only the Haida may
remove.
Vogstad believes the Haida could
run the park if their leaders would set
aside politics and build coalitions with
other coastal natives. The Haida have
always been greedy; he says; they
enthusiastically provided sea otter pelts
by the thousands to traders, wiping out
the island population.
He wonders
aloud whether, left to their own devices,
the Haida might not sell off the rest of
the timber too. However, Vogscad and
the other Watchmen we talked to were
adamant that Haida must continue to
manage tourists at the village sites, not
turn the job over to the Park Service.
The Haida Nation and the

Canadian government have signed a
document agreeing to disagree on who
owns and has jurisdiction over these
islands. Yet although a legal struggle for
the future of Gwaii Haanas continues, a
four-member Archipelago Management
Board, with two Haida and two Park
Service representatives, has reached
agreement on several key park management issues. It is funding a number of
archeological and environmental restoration projects. And it has decided to set a
ceiling on the number of tourists
allowed to visit village ruins, Hocspring
Island and other popular sites beginning
next year. Although che preserve was
visited by only 2,800 people lase year,
some areas already are showing wear
and tear. The challenge, says Anna
Gadja, community relations manager for
the.Parks Service, is, "How do you
maintain that wilderness experience
over the long cerm?"
In reality, the question should be,
"How do you restore a sense of wilderness to an area that has been intensively
managed in the past?" At Jedway, roads
and rusting equipment mark the site of
a huge abandoned mining operation. At
Rose Harbour, a former whaling station

··How do you restore
wildernessto an area
that has been
extensivelymanaged
in the past?"

And logging to the north has continued unabated. In 1986, passengers on
the ferry from Prince Rupert saw intact
forested headlands as they sailed into
Skidegate Channel. Now a large brown
crescent clearcut is visible from l O miles
offshore, and the view from Queen
Charlotte City takes in several large
clearcuts - an in-your-face message to
visitors who have traveled long distances to see these isles.
"One area I'm looking at right now
was clearcut last year," said Kevin
Weaver of the B.C. Forest Service from
his office in Queen Charlotte City. "We
got a lot of flak over it, but we couldn't
do anything about it because it was private land."
Positive things have come to these
islands since 1987. A special cruse fund
was established to help the timberdependent communities of the Queen
Charlotte Islands diversify their
economies. Remarkably, the island's residents decided against making Gwaii
Haanas a world-class tourist destination,
deciding that was inappropriate for such
a fragile area. The fund's trustees also
rejected offering subsidies to business
developers because it didn't want to
attract off-island speculators. Instead, interest from
the fund will be used to
build new sewers and other
infrastructure projects.
Since 1987 the Haida
have taken a stronger hand
in determining the future
of their homeland as well,
said Vicki Husband of the
Sierra Club in Victoria.
"They're challenging
renewal of tree farm licenses elsewhere on the islands
and proposing more protected areas. They've said
to the residents, 'The timber companies come and
go. We stay.?'
ildness is still co be found in
Gwaii Haanas. But ic takes
extra effort and an ability to
shut out evidence of past insults
inflicted on these islands.
Leaving Ninstints, we trimmed
Ariel's jib to catch strong ocean winds
and flew south along the wild Pacific
coast, breathless with the speed, the
thump of waves and the cold sea spray.
Passing between two small islands at
the archipelago's southernmost tip, we
smelled a colony of sea lions and saw a
tufted puffin dive for fish.
On our way hack north we sailed
far from shore. The raw clearcuts are
less visible from this distance. Gwaii
Haanas, hidden in mist, is healing.

W

Kathie Durbin,

a amtributi11K editor lo

Cascadia Times, writes from Portland.
where a few families live on a private
inholding, rusting tanks used to melt
whale blubber lie on the beach, and one
resident has decorated his yard with the
flotsam of the whale rendering plant.
Less obvious but more ecologically
threatening, introduced deer have
devoured all the berries and ferns in
some areas. Yet under Park Service
rules, only Haida subsistence hunters
may shoot them.
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Greenlt=ND----------Ozone's Revenge
By G.B. Veerman
"air sparging."
A sparging system is
lyric for petroleum
e ntarninalike a kid who sticks a straw in a milktion: All you need is the air that
shake and blows bubbles. Only the
you breathe. And some ozone.
shake
is a contaminated
soil or
If turning the tables on groundwagroundwater.
And the straws are
ter pollution has ever seemed impossigigantic.
ble, take a taste of this sweet irony: a
Air is pumped into the contaminalife-sustaining
atmospheric
gas that
tion zone to form an oxygen-rich area
fossil fuels have helped destroy over
in which dissolved volatile
organic
the years looks like one of the most
compounds volatilized in the soil are
powerful weapons
to destroy fossil
sucked out. The contraption
attacks
fuels in the ground.
petroleum pollution without having to
And it's been in front of our faces
dig up earth or ravage underground
the whole time. It's ozone. Although
aquifers.
emissions
from gas-burning automoBut in soil that's saturated with
biles have been blamed for depletion
crude oil or diesel, which don't often
of the ozone layer for years, scientists
cooperate
when someone wants to
have only recently developed ways to
clean them up, sparging
has limited
deploy
ozone against the toughest
success. If the ground has clay, sand or
petroleum
contamination
in soil and
faults, it's even more difficult.
The
groundwater,
with stunning
results.
solution? Blow ozone down the straw.
The highly-reactive
gas is one of the
With the air sparging
technology,
most powerful oxidants known to sciozone
can
be
delivered
to
a
contaminaence. It can tear into th heaviest,
tion plume in virtumost
unreactive
ally any soil, where
hydrocarbons
and
it instantly begins to
reduce them to shadIn Alaska. where
break down hydroows of their former
crude oil production
carbons.
The
selves
carbon
process is known as
dioxide and water and fuel demands are "ozonation."
with lightning speed.
In
Alaska,
If only spotted
high. and where soils
where crude oil proowls were so versaare complex. ozone
duction
and
fuel
tile.
Ozone is espeappears to be a crucial demands are high,
and where soils are
cially
efficient
in
weapon to train
complex,
ozone
attacking diesel fuel
appears to be a cruand crude oil, neiagainst land-based oil cial weapon to train
ther of which is very
against
land-based
reactive with other
contamination.
oil contamination,
chemicals,
and
Unfortunately. the
Leety
says.
therefore
difficult
Unfortunately,
the
and costly to degrade
technology doesn't
technology doesn't
or extract from soil
come without a
come
without
a
and
groundwater.
price tag. Because a
With three oxygen
price tag.
sophisticated
elecatoms, ozone is a
trical
reaction
is
very unstable
gas
required to generate
that rapidly obliterthe gas, ozonation could be stuck on
ates the chemical bonds that make
the environmental
wish list until
hydrocarbons
like crude oil so tough
someone
comes up with a cheap,
to destroy.
mobile way to produce the gas. Once
"If you've got a difficult comthat is accomplished,
remediators will
pound that you need to remediate
have to convince companies
that
quickly, it's very good," says Jeff
ozonation really works. Although GTI,
Leery, Project Manager at the Alaska
for example, has used ozone sparging
office of Groundwater
Technology
in the Lower 48 in lab and field trials,
Inc., a company that has innovated the
it is still crying to get oil companies in
use of ozone for hazardous
waste
Alaska to warm up to the technology.
remediation.
"Results on paper don't do a lot
Older remediation
technologies
for [Alaskans],"
Leery muses. "But up
have worked best with toxins that are
here, we're dealing with lower solubilhighly soluble, volatile or reactive in
ity materials like crude oil, and I think
soils that are fairly uniform. Then
there's
the
real
world.
Not all
ozone may be the exact technology to
groundwater contamination
fits such
use against it."
ideal
specifications,
Leery
says,
How delicious an irony it would
be if ozonation
were embraced in a
especially
in Alaska. That's where
ozone can help.
state that accounts for about one
Interestingly,
ozone has been
fourth of US oil production.
That
used for almost J 00 years to treat
would be what you might call turning
waste water. Only in the last two years
tables.
has the gas been brought co bear upon
G.B. Veennan, an Alaska native, writes
hazardous waste in soil and water,
from Pott/and.
thanks largely to advanc !i in an insitu remediation
rechnologv known as
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Environment & fl•i.tl:®H~----------By Michael Castleman
en elevated lead levels turned up in
Chicago drinking water a few years
ago, city officials urged the public noc
to become alarmed. "Relax," one said,
"To have any problem, you'd have to
drink a half gallon a day for 70 years."
That remark sums up the environmental health plight of
America's 30 million senior citizens. Thousands of elderly
Chicagoans have consumed Chicago's lead-tainted water for
70 years or more. But until quite recently, no one has given
much thought to the consequences of such life-long exposures. Fortunately, a small but growing number of health
experts and environmentalists have begun to focus on the
many environmental health hazards the elderly face.
A medical journal recently described the case of a 79year-old widow who suffered severe physical and mental
health deterioration during the six months after her husband's death. She complained of dizziness, exhaustion, poor
coordination, memory loss, and feeling disoriented. A battery of standard medical tests showed nothing wrong. Her
physician and family assumed she was becoming senile, and
agreed that the best place for her was a nursing home.
Then by chance, a physician well-informed about environmental health effects reviewed her case. Despite her
grief, she had remained healthy for four months after her husband's death. She sold their home and moved into a new condominium. Her symptoms appeared after living there for two
months. Further investigation revealed that she had high
blood levels of toluene, a toxic chemical used in construction
materials, whose rapid offgassing can contaminate the indoor
air of new buildings, even those that are reasonably well ventilated. On the advice of the environmental physician, the
woman moved out of her condo, and into her daughter's older home. Within three weeks, she was back to her old self.
This story is by no means unique. The elderly spend

Elderly Face Special EnvironmentalRisks
about 80 percent of their rime indoors, and as a result, suffer
greater-than-average exposure to indoor air pollutants,
among them: carbon monoxide from gas appliances; volatile
organic compounds from paints and polishes; and formaldehyde from just about everything new: carpets, drapes, paneling, and home furnishings. In addition, compared with
most adults in the prime of life, the elderly are more sensitive to low-level toxic exposures.
A particularly insidious - and ubiquitous - hazard for
the elderly is lead. Lead paints and leaded gasoline were
banned 20 years ago, but the neurotoxic mineral can still be
found in much of the nation's air and water because of its
persistence in the environment. High levels are well known
to cause learning disabilities in children, but lead also
increases the elderly's risk of memory loss, kidney problems,
and heart disease. These ailments are often considered
"inevitable" in old age, so their appearance rarely arouses
suspicion of lead poisoning. Bue ic should because the aging
process itself increases the elderly's blood lead levels.
The body accumulates lead in bone tissue. After age 50,
bone begins to break down. The process, osteoporosis,
affects both sexes, but it proceeds more quickly in women.
Osteoporosis can be slowed with a diet rich in calcium and
weight-bearing exercise (walking, gardening, etc.), but most
of the elderly suffer some of its effects: loss of height,
scooped posture, and increased risk of fractures. In addition,
as bone deteriorates, the lead scored in it is released into the
bloodstream, giving many elderly high blood levels even if
they live in environments with low lead levels. To dace,
efforts to control lead exposure have focused on children.
The elderly have been largely forgotten. Few gee tested for
blood lead levels.

That may change if John Grupenhoff, age 61, has his
way. A former federal official who helped draft the 1967
Clean Air Act, Grupenhoff recently founded the Senior
Environment Corps (SEC, see Resources), a Marylandbased national organization dedicated to alerting doctors, the
elderly, and the public to the special environmental hazards
faced by the older population. SEC is still in its formative
stages, with just two chapters - one in Charlottesville, Va.,
whose members recently sponsored a skin-cancer-screening
program for local elderly, the ocher in Missoula, Mont.,
whose members have focused on the major respiratory hazards caused by large-scale wood burning, an important
source of home heating in that area.
Another new environmental organization devoted ro
the elderly is the Environmental Alliance for Senior
Involvement (EASl, pronounced "easy"), launched quietly
in 1991 as a joint project of the American Association of
Retired Persons and the Environmental Protection Agency.
Until this year, EASI coordinators devoted their energies to
recruiting participation by national environmental organizations. To date, 14 organizational members have signed on,
including the Nature Conservancy and the National
Wildlife Federation, along with several hundred individual
members. Now, says spokesman Paul McCawley, an environmental educator at the U.S. Department of Agriculture
in Washington, EASI intends co launch educational programs, with environmental health issues "a high priority."
EASI's probable first target: water pollution, particularly
water-borne lead 's effects on the elderly.
EASI and the SEC haven't made headlines yet, but
they and other elderly environmental activists have achieved
one notable success. They helped persuade the American

College of Occupational and Environmental Medicine
(ACOEM) to develop a continuing education course for
physicians devoted to documenting and evaluating the
effects of lifelong exposures to toxic substances (sec
Resources). It should spur more physicians co rest for toluene
instead of wriri ng off disoriented older Americans as "senile."
The modest groundswell of elder activism represents
an important new step for environmentalism. Bur the elderly will never get the respect they deserve until Americans
shake the tenacious notion that most late-life disabilities
result from "old age." Problems like memory loss, difficulty
concentrating, and deterioration of sight am! hearing may, in
some cases, be natural results of the aging process. Bur an
examination of the medical literature shows chat in many
cases, these symptoms may also be caused hy exposure to
toxic substances.
What better way for the country to confront pollution's
effects on the elderly than ro raise an army of vibrant, vital
seniors to teach the nation's young whippersnappers a lesson.
Resources:
Senior Environment Corps. Contact John Grupenhoff
at 6410 Rockledge Dr., Suire 203, Bethesda, MD, 20817.
(EASI). For information, contact no. Box 368, The Plains,
VA 22171; (703) 25.,-5821.
American College of Occupational and Environmental
Medicine. Contact the Education Department at 55 West
Seegers Rd., Arlington Heights, IL 60005; (708) 22a-6850.
Paul l\lcCawley (202) 720-2506.
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BikersVersus Bigfootin the
Dark Divide
he sign at the Juniper Ridge trailhead, erected by
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, warns that no
three-wheeled or four-wheeled motorized vehicles
are allowed on the trail. It takes a second or two for the
omission to register: There's no mention of the twowheeled variety.
At first the damage motorbikes have done isn't that
apparent. But as the path climbs south toward Juniper
Peak and an area known as the Dark Divide, deep Vshaped ruts cut into the steep mountain trail, making it
impossible for hikers to stay on the trail. Near Juniper
Peak, along a knife-edged saddle between drainages that
offers thrilling views of three Cascade peaks on clear
days, bikers have carved shortcuts across the switchbacks
and churned a wildflower meadow into a deep, sandfilled wallow.
The Dark Divide, bridging the Cispus and Lewis
River drainages, is the largest unprotected roadless area in
Washington. This 57,000-acre section of the Gifford
Pinchot National Forest is renowned among a select group
of hikers for its verdant old-growth valleys, its craggy rock
formations and its incomparable views of Mount Rainier,
Mount St. Helens, Mount Adams and Mount. Hood from
open, mile-high ridges.
It's also famed for another reason: The Dark Divide
and surrounding wild country have produced more reported Bigfoot sightings and footprints than just about any
region in the Pacific Northwest, as Washington writer and
naturalist Robert Michael Pyle details in his new book,
Where Bigfoot Walks: Crossing the Dark Divide. (The area
south of Estacada, Ore., vies for that distinction as well.)
Ape Cave on the south boundary of the Mount St. Helens
Volcanic Monument is named for Bigfoot, and Skamania
County actually passed an ordinance protecting Bigfoot in
1969.
My companions and I saw no bikers - no hikers
either - and no Bigfoot tracks as we trudged through
intermittent downpours four steep miles to Juniper Peak
in August. It was no day for stunning vistas, but even on a
day when swirling mist conceals the peaks, parting only
briefly to reveal their silhouettes before closing in again,
Juniper Ridge, high and aloof, is a place of mystery. As the
trail winds south past jagged rocks into the heart of the
Dark Divide it too disappears in mist, promising only a
quest deeper into unknown territory.

T

Save the Arctic

National Wildlife
Refuge
To the editor:

.•....
.

Call the following number to contact
senators and congressman and urge chem
to protect Alaska's Arctic Wildlife Refuge
from oil exploration and drilling. Time is
short and the corporations are throwing
c
iii all their money at.this one. Urge the senc
u ators to vote against S. 343. Exxon has
financed the 800 number and hence the
c
u message reflects their bias. Dial 1-800444-1555. They will give you a short
recorded message. Follow the instructions for a touch tone phone. Enter a zip
a3 code.(they ask for yours but it doesn't
.o
E have to be.i. it can be any in the US).
'5_ Make a choice of the elected politician's
~ office you want to be connected ro.
When the senator's staff person answers
tell them you oppose oil drilling in the
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge.

.::

If logic rather than politics prevailed, the Dark Divide
would be congressionally protected wilderness.
Environmentalists proposed official wilderness designation
for the area in the early 1980s, but as Pyle recounts, pressure from Sen. Henry "Scoop" Jackson and other heavyweight Washington politicians who opposed locking up its
valuable old-growth forests squelched the deal. Hard as it
is co believe, in recent years hikers, horseback riders and
perhaps Bigfoot him/herself have had to share the Dark
Divide with motorcyclists, who have found managers of
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest, and the Randle
Ranger District in particular, quite willing to accommodate
them, despite the obvious incompatibility between trail

"If we manage to hang onto a
sizable hunk of Bigfoothabitat. we
will at least have a fragment of the
greatest green treasure the temperate world has ever known."
bikes and hikers. The Forest Service has even allowed
trailbike races over the fragile alpine soils and plants of
Juniper Ridge.
Though the steepness of the trail has limited use by
bikers until now, the orange-tipped stakes recently planted
amid the orange-tipped Indian paintbrush that embroider
the meadows of the Dark Divide signal that this may soon
change. Under a proposal advanced by the Northwest
Motorcycle Association, the Juniper Ridge Trail and the
Langille Ridge Trail to the west would be relocated and
improved - to motorcycle standards. New switchbacks
would he built to provide a gentler incline for novice bikers in an effort to attract more use. Much of the work
would be paid for out of a special gas tax fund dedicated to
off-road vehicle trail development.
Despite the project's proximity to mountain goats and
its potential effect on soils, vegetation, wildlife, hikers and
noise levels in the Dark Divide, the Gifford Pinchot
National Forest decided there was no need for an environmental assessment and granted the project a "categorical
exclusion" from requirements of the National

Congress took a major seep towards
opening the Arctic National Wildlife
Refuge to oil drilling in May. The Alaska
delegation and Big Oil launched a sneak
assault on the Arctic Refuge through the
budget process. Hidden in the House
and Senate budget resolutions is $1.3 billion in revenues that would be derived
from selling leases to drill in the Arctic
Refuge!
At stake is the coastal plain, called
"America's Serengeti" because of its
unique wildlife. Musk-oxen, millions of
migratory birds, and the nation's most
important onshore polar bear denning
areas are found here. The 152,000-member Porcupine caribou herd migrates
hundreds of miles to give birch in chis
sensitive habitat for which scientists
report there is no alternative. The
Gwich 'in people of Alaska and Canada
depend on the herd for food and sustaining their traditional native culture.
We have a very short time to swing
more members of Congress to vote in

TRUTH I NG
By

Kathie Durbin

Environmental Policy Act.
ln response, a coalition of 12 Washington hiking and
environmental groups has filed suit against the Forest
Service seeking an injunction to halt the project until the
agency conducts a full environmental impact statement.
(The Forest Service had hoped to award a contract for the
$167,000 project by the end of September.)
Environmentalists also want the Forest Service to address
the longterm impacts of its future plan to connect the two
ridge trails to new off-road-vehicle trails, creating a 30-mile
loop trail that could attract trailbikers from throughout the
region.
"The motorcycle project threatens the potential
wilderness scams of the Dark Divide Roadless Area," says
Ira Spring, a photographer and guidebook author who
serves on the board of the Washington Trails Association,
one of the plaintiffs in the suit.
Seattle lawyer Karl Forsgaard, representing the environmental coalition, said his clients engaged in negotiations v ith the 'orthwest Motorcycle
ociation to work
out an agreement trading trails inside the Dark Divide for
crail el ewhere on a mile-for-mile basis, but the motorcycle group ultimately backed out of the talks.
What · at take here is more than the condition of a
couple of trails, Thousands of miles of Jogging roads are
available for people who prefer to experience the national
forests as a green blur from the seat of a motorbike. But
places like the Dark Divide are scarce and dwindling fast.
If Bigfoot ha found refuge here, it' no wonder. So have
the northern potted owl, the peregrine falcon, the rnounrain goat. the _ 'orch American lynx, the California wolverine and ocher denizens of its deep forests and rocky outcrops.
Pyle, in Where Bigfoot Walks, says it best:
"If we manage to hang onto a sizable hunk of Bigfoot
habitat, we will at lease have a fragment of the greatest
green treasure the temperate world has ever known. If we
do not Bigfoot, real or imagined, will vani h; and with its
hadow will flee the other who dwell in that world.
Looking at that tangled land, one can just abour accept
that Sasquarch could coexist with towns and loggers and
hunters and hiker , all in proportion. Bue when the topography is finally earned outright, no one will anymore imagine chat giants are abroad in che land."

favor of protecting the Arctic .ational
Wildlife Refuge. We need an outpouring
of support unlike anything we've ever
done before!
Al Thieme

Portland OR

Clinton Defends
Salvage Rider
To the editor:
As you know, I signed the
cissron
bill because it helps to reduce deficit further while maintaining respo ible
investments in children, education,
national service and job traini z.
However, I opposed a salvage logging
provision as it threatens to impair, rather
than promote, sustainable ec ·omic
activity. The House and Senae were
unwilling to abandon the salvrge timber

rider but Congress did accept important
changes that will preserve my admini rration ability to adhere ro the standards
and
idelines in our current forest
plan . he changes give the agencie the
di ererion which we wiU exercise fullv,
to protect our nation's narural resources.
:\'m · hat the rider has become law. I
have directed the secretary of
Agriculture, e secretary of the Interior .
and the head of other federal agenci
to carry out amber salva e activities conj tent with the spirit and intent of all
exi tin environmental law . Be assured
that we will not violate environmental
tandard - they are too important to
protecting our quality of life and our
economy.

Bill Clinton
The White Hou e

Washington DC

Pointofi~~~f~gn\g~
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Say Goodbye to
"Ecosystem management"
By Denzel and Nancy Ferguson

B

eing an environmentalist has always demanded a
high tolerance for frustration. But since the election
of November 1994, the level of frustration has gone
ballistic. Remember, only 37 percent of registered voters
went to the polls, and only 7 percent of them considered
environment to be a major issue. The Contract with
America, which doesn't even mention the word "environment," was a campaign platform for many Republicans.
Nevertheless, newly elected majorities now claim a mandate co rewrite or negate myriad laws relating co environment and public land management. Is someone piping silly sauce into Capitol Hill water supplies?
The best explanation for what's happening is provided by Newt Gingrich's book, "To Renew America."
Gingrich's basic theme is that Americans are unique in
getting their marching orders directly from God - not
from the state. Furthermore, he cites the creation of
wealth as our driving national goal and strongly admonishes anyone who would impede the process by "whining," court actions, or expressing concerns about how ere- ated wealth is distributed. Newt contends
that elitists are the
principal impediment
to the free-enterprise
system.
Environmentalists
have always sought scientific data to support
contentions and arguments. Scientific documentation is accepted
validation of fact and
truth by courts and other agencies. Industry,
politicians, and bureaucrats, however, tend to
stress social and economic factors, especially jobs, local economic
concerns and traditions.
With Gingrich's philosophy in the driver's
seat, these differences
have magnified to the
point whereby discussion is virtually impossible. It has
become a matter of apples and oranges.
For example, a bill giving free rein to salvage logging
on public lands was presented and justified largely on the
basis of being a social measure to prop up local economies.
Although some lip service was paid to fire danger and forest health, basic truths and scientific principles relating to
forest management were largely ignored. The bill's sponsor, Sen. Slade Gorton, admitted that timber interests participated in writing the legislation. Sen. Mark Hatfield
justified his support by repeating his totally absurd claim
that 70 percent of the Blue Mountain forests are dying.
Because the measure supposedly mer the goal of creating
wealth, the gagging of any would-be opponents or critics
was ideologically justified and written into the legislation.
Thus, the proponents of this bill don't want to hear an
discussion of the role of nurse logs, soil compaction, snag
retention, nutrient cycling, wildlife corridors, humidity
and temperature regulation, or any other such scientific
trivia. An enormous body of sound, scientific data showing
salvage logging to be ecologically and economically counterproductive was ignored.
So much for ecosystem management.

Similar bills, sponsored by Sen. Pete Domenici, RN.M., and Rep. Wes Cooley, R-Ore., are pending in
Congress regarding grazing by the commercial livestock
industry on public lands. Here again, the justifications
are strictly social - perpetuating a traditional lifestyle,
silencing critics of the free-enterprise system, and freeing grazing permittees from legal challenges. The fact
that public lands ranching is pure pork-barrel and environmentally indefensible
is not being discussed. How
could anyone consider denying Americans their basic
right to participate in public lands management for the
sake of only 2 percent of the nation 's livestock owners
wanting to harvest l.? percent of the nation's livestock
feed? Furthermore many public land grazers are wealthy
individuals or corporations - for example, J.R. Simplot,
the Idaho potato king, has the largest grazing allotments
in Oregon, Idaho and Utah. No wonder we need Cow
Cops! Again - it's apples and oranges - no basis for
communication.
Rep. James Hanson, R-Utah, has introduced a bill
that would give 272
million
acres
of
Bureau
of Land
Management to the
states.
Gingrich's
philosophy has become
the basis for a massive
rewriting of
laws governing consumer
protection
(food
inspection,
drinking water standards), health and
safety (automobile
manufacturing,
speed limits) and
environmental
(air
pollution,
endangered species). The
basic justification is
that these matters
have become intolerable impediments
to business and too
expensive. The proposed solution is to compel enforcement agencies, such as the Environmental Protection
Agency, to seek the cheapest means of providing protection and to give violators or offenders free access to court
challenges of any regulation that might threaten bottomline earnings. In other words, it's better ro let a few people die than to burden food producers with costly inspection programs. Why should the wealthiest nation on earth
be bound to the cheapest form of protection?
As these events occur, environmentalists have every
reason to become morose. But we would do well to
remember that we occupy high ground in putting our faith
and fate with science. Science is fact, and reality will prevail. Social and economic notions are fragile human creations - in constant change and subject co the old diccum
about "the best laid plans of mice and men."

Denzel and Nmuy Fe11.,r11so11 111-r m-1111thors ()/ Sacred Cows at
the Public 'lrou~h. They live i11 Bates, Oil'.

· recen . . . ~.the:Californiif a:
Department of Health Services
found risk factors for pesticide illness were prevalent yet agricultural inspectors ·were not detecting routine and serious hazards.
Since 1973 California has required
reporting. of all .pe~ticide !lln;esses
to local heaith .off1Qers wlthln 24
· hours. But.the -study found"
there are persistent concerns that
occupational pesticide illness ls
seriously underreported and that!
little progress ha~ been made to
reduce the endemic annual incldeuce belo~,?l;OOO case.s."
•1(Amerib'<antJ6ot11al··of Public
Health, June 1995)
··
• Average bone loss of female meat ·
eaters at age 6.5: 35%. Average·
bone loss of female vegetarians
at age 65: 18% (Diet for A New
Ame·rica, Robbins)
• Increased rlsk of brea~t cancer
for women who eat butter and
cheese 3 or more times a week
compared to women who eat
these foods less than once a
week: 3 times higher (Diet for A
New America, Robbins)
• On the importance of wetlands
(nature's filters): A study in:llHnois
found that a 5.7-~.cre wetland

could absorb 99 percent of the .
pollutants from a 410-~cre watershed.(August 95, Global Action
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The Beautiful Harsh FWw of Life
By Pete Lavigne
hifting shadows, analysis of differing visions of reali cy,
revealed complexities in simple
turns of phrase, a gift for the perception of color, balance and light are
among the pleasures of David James
Duncan's latest work. River Teeth-.
Stories and Writings reveals our world
in ways only an artist and storyteller
can elucidate.
Duncan has proven
himself with chis, his third book, a
mastery of revealed light and life.
River Teeth is an unusual collection of essays and short stories mixed
deftly and stylistically
together as
easily as the metaphorical and real
rivers which often cake center stage
in his writings. Publisher
Doubleday
should be commended for its backing
of this quirky and ambitious
collection, for Duncan has the artist's
touch in his meditations
upon baseball, flyfishing, religion-and
the
banality, harshness, beauty and cruelty of daily life. All subjects so closely
related and revealing of contemporary American culture, yet spun in a
way that chose who have never lifted
a fly rod, learned the pleasures of
baseball or discovered a "river cooth"
still can feel included and identify
with the reflections
upon life assembled here.
The first essay, Red Coats,
reminds me immediately
of the
haunting image in Steven Spielberg's
movie Schindler's list, of the girl in
hand-tinted color moving across the
otherwise black and white screen
amongst the hundreds of anonymous
victims condemned
to death by the
Nazi Holocaust.
Duncan's red coat is
his memory of Christmas
shopping in
downtown Portland as a three-year
old - attached by his hand to a precious grip on the back of his mother's
bright red coat. The description
of
the child's perspective
on family distance and the meaning of life and

S

connection during a random separation and mistaken reattachment to
another red coat in the Christmas
crush of shoppers is at once hilarious
and touching. ·
t seemed only appropriate, if a bit too convenient for this assignRiver Teeth
ment to read a baseball essay
by David James Duncan,
here, The Mickey Mantle
Doubleday, 1995
Kaan, while flying crosscountry from Portland the
day last month the Mick was memorialized at Yankee Stadium. As a New
Hampshire native who awoke to
major league baseball in the twilight
of Mantle's career during the summer of 1967, my baseball heart and
hero has always belonged to (and
been stricken by) New York's perenThat is not co say one should
nial division rival, the Boston Red
skip or ignore the rest of che essays
Sox and their spiritual leader - that
and stories. Fans of Duncan's second
other Triple Crown winner and felnovel, The Brothers K, will find spelow outfielder, Carl Yazstremski. So
cial joy in the postscript Just Wind,
it was with great interest chat I
and a Creek, another meditation on
approached chis essay, Duncan's
the joy of life, conviction and
deeply stirring elegy upon his brothstrength, death, a slice of the
er John's life and death at the age of
Vietnam experience,
and human rela17 from complications
of three
tionships with the land and water of
unsuccessful open heart surgeries.
Duncan's beloved and estranged
One hallmark of Duncan's writPaci fie N orch west.
ing is his brutal honesty, an honesty
chat more eulogy writers and deliverPerhaps the bese story and essa
combination is Her Idiots and Giving
ers should strive for. From the
Normal The Finger. Her idiots had chis
"preacher who didn't know John
writer howling as only one who has
from Judge Kennesaw Mountain
ever lived on a sheep farm can.
Land is (the first commissioner of baseVarious stretches of my life have
ball)" who "eulogized him so lavishly
been spent living and working near
and inaccurately
that I was moved to
a state of tearlessness
chat lasted for
and on small farms in different pares
of New England. The fictional
years" to his description
of John so
enamored with baseball that he
descriptions of the utter nothingness,
"preferred playing a mediocre JV
and the complete "stupidity"
(defined by human terms at least) of
shortstop to starring at varsity
track." The reminiscence
on the
a sheep (single or flock ic makes no
difference) is hilarious and like much
puzzle of a signed and dedicated ball
of Duncan's writing, ultimately
from Mantle to John and the meansobering. For those who doubt this
ing of its timing, delivery and place
description of what life is like living
in the life of the Duncan family is
worth more than the rest of the book
with sheep and stone walls, gardens
combined.
and holes, this writer invites chem to
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The Astonishing Hypothesis
The Scientific Search for the 5-0ul
by Francis Crick
·aoldly straddles the line her.veer,
science ond spiritoolity."

An online service that makes it easy to find the best information
on conservation and community in the West. An online community where people work together to protect the places we love.
regional news & Regional User Reference Library (RUR@L)
sophisticated (yet easy-to-use) Internet email
conferencing, database & groupware features
unmetered & unlimited connect time

E
For a free 30-day look at WestNet, contact Desktop
Assistance at 406/442-3696 or westnet-c@desktop.org.
Or dial 406/442-3697 with your modem.

Pete Lavigne is grassroots organizer
for the River Network in Portland.

On the shelves at Powell's

For People with a Passion for Cascadia

•
•
•
•

vacation in New England and try co
rebuild a dry stone wall damaged by
fro t heaves through a century or
three of existence. It is illuminating
work. I had thought chat Robert
Frost had the lase word on the subject but chis essay adds another
thoughtful and humorous chapter.
Giving Normal The Finger shares
with Her Idiots a cautionary tale of
the implications
of the scraighcjackets, literal and metaphorical,
chat
people put upon one another by
blind adherence co one perspective,
understanding,
or frame of reference.
This essay, like much of Duncan's
body of work, is an affirmation of life
lived co its fullest, and of the dangers
of assuming people can't change or
grow because of their imple "flaw" of
not fitting in.
A final note. Enjoy Duncan's
writing for the nuggets, the "river
teeth" chat endure long after you've read
his work. Enjoy him also for his beautiful, questioning clarity of vision and for caking you into the dark
smudgy backwaters of existence.
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POWELL'S BOOKS AT CASCADE PLAZA

POWUL'S BOOKS AT PDX

8775 SW Cuscode Ave., Beaverton· 503·643·3131 · 800-466-7323

Portland International Airport · 24 9· 1950

POWELL'S CITY OF BOOKS

POWHL'S ON HAWTHORNE

1005 W Burnside· 503-226·2475 ·IID0·878·7323

3747 SE Hawthorne· 503·238·1668 · 800·354-5957
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LEADING EDGE MARKETING STRATEGY FOR NEW UNPARALLELED PRODUCT
We are sincere about addressing serous concerns. Environmental toxicity. Widespread Fatigue and
Financial Stress. We believe that we are meant to live a vital and prosperous life, and these issues have
created a booming market. We need your help to get this state-of-the -art product into everyone's
hands. Call Pacific Northwest Health Training Consultants at (503) 635-5500 and learn what you need
to know!

TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR HEALTH TODAY!
A new revolutionary delivery system using state of the art technology that supplements the body's
processes to increase vitality! For more information contact Gennette Erickson at (503) 658-8604.

INTERESTED IN 100 PERCENT NON-VIOLENT TV?
New innovative satellite network brings the wisdom of hundreds of experts on self-growth, financial
freedom, relationships, and health directly to your living room. Say goodbye to violence, noisy advertisements and negative programming. Excellent ground floor financial opportunities as sales rep for this
long-overdue TV alternative. Contact Sue at (503) 231-0332.
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professional opportunities in Cascadia.
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Hatfield Legacy?
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If the Bonneville Power Administration and its patron saint Senator Mark Hatfield have their way, wild salmon may be nothing
but a memory. Hatfield has engineered yet another one of his infamous Congressional appropriations riders to put a "cap" on
BPA's fish 6 wildlife budget. This arrangement will probably be secured with "sufficiency" language. In other words, if BPA
spends a designated sum. it will be considered in compliance with laws such as the Endangered Species Act and the Northwest
Power Act, even as salmon continue their plunge toward extinction.
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What's more, Hatfield's "fish cap" won't help Bonneville's health any more than the health of our salmon runs. Sure, BPA has
financial troubles. It is carrying a massive debt load from its misguided investment in nuclear plants, against which its budget
for fish and wildlife pales in comparison. It also gives huge subsidies to aluminum smelters and other large industries. A real
plan to protect Bonneville's competitiveness will have to get tough on this corporate welfare, ensuring that industrial customers can't escape their fair share of Bonneville's debt. And a real plan to protect salmon must be based on credible recovery
measures, not arbitrary spending limits.

If residents of the Pacific Northwest want salmon in their future, they need
to make noise now!
Call Senator Hatfield at (503) 326-3386. If the response makes you
angry, call Diane Valantine, ONRC's Salmon and rivers Program
Leader for other ways to join the rising regional chorus of citizens
leading the way toward salmon recovery. Diane can be reached at
503-223-9007 x224 or via e-mail at dv@onrc.org.
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: __ Call me about becoming a Salmon fi Rivers Activist
: __ Here's my contribution to join ONRC
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